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-ABSTRACT,-:: >
 
Entrance and attrition rates among nonr-White coliege
 
students continues to be a relevant concern in American
 
society. The following study is offered to provide research
 
on pertinent variables that can have a tangible impact on
 
one's decision to enter and/or remain in college. Previous
 
research has established that satisfaction can ppsitiyely
 
influence college persistence. Research from
 
induStrial/organizational psychology has contributed
 
substahtially to innrOased knowledge regarding concepts such
 
as satisfaction/ performance and organizationai commitment.
 
Developmehtal psychology research has found that ethnic
 
identity development and acculturation have significant
 
effeets on Gollege persistence, achievement and
 
social invoivement, With Survey infomation;colleeted from
 
students attending both two and four year colleges, the
 
following Study utilized correlationai analyses and
 
significance testing in its investigation of the extent to
 
which ethnic identity/ acculturation, and racial climate
 
relate to college satisfaction. In addition, differences in
 
cdllege satisfaction are examined among specific groups (i.e.
 
males vs. females, two year ys/ four year college attendees
 
and freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors). A
 
Significant relationship was found between ethnic icJentity
 
and college satisfaction, Furthermore/ several signifidant
 
ipositive reiationships were found between subSCales of the
 
111
 
three variables and college satisfaction. Recommendations
 
are offered to institutions of higher education for steps
 
toward more diversified and ethnically receptive campus
 
environments.
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INTRODUCTION
 
While the number of women and minorities on college
 
campuses is increasing, the percentage of African-American
 
college students remains relatively low. As recently as
 
1992, the percentage of participation for African-Americans
 
entering college was about 28% compared to that of White-

Americans which was about 40% (Renner, 1993). Another source
 
purports that African-Americans account for only 9% of all
 
college enrollments (Hacker, 1992). Furthermore, drop out
 
rates are significantly higher among nonwhites with factors
 
contributing to attrition (e.g. modest academic standing,
 
poor fit between the institution and student, breakdown of
 
commitment to remaining in college and obtaining a degree,
 
and low involvement in social and extra-curricular
 
activities) consistently prevalent among African-Americans
 
college students (Tinto, 1975; 1987). According to a 1991
 
report by the American Council on Education, 44% of African-

American students obtained their degrees at four year
 
institutions as compared to 54% of White students, 61% of
 
Asian-American students and 54% of American Indian students
 
(Carter & Wilson, 1991). In the African-American community,
 
statistics such as these are extremely relevant and
 
devastating to the attainment of social, economic and
 
political gains. For this reason, it is necessary to examine
 
why African-Americans enter college at such a dramatically
 
reduced rate in comparison to White-Americans. Once
 
enrolled, it is then critical to determine how cultural
 
differences and acculturation affect their perceptions of
 
satisfaction and ultimately their educational outcomes.
 
In addition to the investigation of how ethnic identity
 
and low levels of acculturation impact college satisfaction,
 
this paper will contribute to the psychological literature by
 
discovering how both factors serve to discourage African-

Americans from entering college. With more than 100 campuses
 
reporting racial/ethnic incidents of harassment and violence
 
in 1989 and 1990 (Hurtado, 1992), this study also offers to
 
investigate how perceived racial climate may contribute to
 
the prediction of an African-American's satisfaction in
 
college.
 
The study of culture, race and ethnicity seems to have
 
traditionally taken a backseat in the study of psychology in
 
the United States. In fact, when such variables have been
 
examined by mainstream psychologists, they have used White-

American norms and described pathological behavior rather
 
than ordinary existence. Similarly, of the majority of
 
literature that includes African-Americans in respect to
 
biological and psychological determinants of cognitive
 
ability, motivation, and social deviance, there are only a
 
few studies that caution researchers of the eminent dangers
 
of over-generalization. In addition, insufficient attention
 
has been given to attribution without direct measurement of
 
cultural elements and responsibility toward appropriate
 
research design^ methodology and publication of controversial
 
findings (Amir & Sharon, 1987; Betancourt & Lopes, 1993;
 
Bond, 1988; Harrington, in press; Jones, 1991; McGovern,
 
Furumoto, Halpern, Kinible & McKeachie, 1991; Pepitone &
 
Triandis, 1987; Zuckerman, 1990). It is not surprising then
 
that there is little research directly investigating how
 
AfricantAmericans perceive theii perfoxmiance in the context
 
of higher education. Finally, little effprt has been made to
 
examine how ethnic identity, acculturation, and racial
 
climate affect perceived satisfaction among African-

Americans. Especially relevant is further understanding of
 
how these variables affect.African-Americans working within a
 
system and dominant group which have remained a steadfast
 
force in influencing their future in education and
 
'employment.:
 
Ethnic Identity .
 
Spencer and Markstrom-Adams (1990) assert that identity
 
formation is particularly complex for children and
 
adolescents of ethnic and racial minority grpups. From an
 
ecological perspective, environment and family context
 
contributes Gpnsiderably to identity development. Spencer
 
(1970) fourid that negative connotations for the color black
 
and Africah-Araericans facilitate a (pro) white bias. Spencer
 
and Markstrom-Adams (1990) further contend that as African-

American children approkchadolescertce, they exhibit a
 
greater appreciation of their own ethnic identity and a
 
valued perspective of themselves, their ethnic group and the
 
majdrity^ Erikson {1968) purports that such development is
 
dependent On hoth the individual's developmental history as
 
well as the historical period in whiGh the child grows up.
 
it appeairs that if identity is resolved in adolescenGe, the
 
greater the success one will have in future identity-focused
 
conflidts (Spencer & Markstrpm-Adams, 1990). Ih addition,
 
AlleniandMajidi-Ahi (1989) assert that a sense of
 
unification and cohesion of the self provides the individual
 
with meaning, direction and purpose which aids in competence
 
and adaptive functioning• Fillmpre and Britsch (1988) report
 
that for minorities especially, internalizatidn of one's
 
ethnic or racial membership and maintenance of traditional
 
values has positive implications for educability. In
 
referenGe to psychological resilience and majority/minority
 
status, research also reveals that thpse who report agreement
 
bettAreen self and others' view of their ethnic identity,
 
experience ethnic identity as ego systoniO (positively
 
reinforced identity), while those who believe that self and
 
others' view of their ethnic identity is different,
 
experience ethnic identity as ego dystonic (identity
 
conflict) which is thought to eventually lead to maladaptive
 
behavior (Smith, 1991). This study will examine the extent
 
to which African-American students have developed ethnic
 
identity and the degree to which it serves to manage racial
 
conflicts that arise as a result of attending college>
 
It is not the position of this author to propose that
 
the state of the African-American in society is hopeless and
 
unyielding. But, at the same time, to deny that the African-

American identity is regularly portrayed in a relentlessly
 
negative regard would be an incredible fallacy. Thomas and
 
Sillen (1972) confirm, "The distortion (of the African-

American) is ubiquitous in social and behavioral sciences."
 
Gaetner and Dovidio {1968) write, "....racist feelings and
 
beliefs among White-Americans are generally the rule rather
 
than the exception." Mclntosh (1988) purports, "I have come
 
to see white privilege as an invisible package of unearned
 
assets which I can count on cashing in each day, but about
 
which I was "meant" to remain oblivious." She further
 
contends that such privilege is like a "knapsack of special
 
provisions, assurances, passports and blank checks."
 
Because such cultural differences exist, the process of
 
securing positive relationships among peers and instructors
 
while maintaining a sense of identity that favorably reflects
 
the African-American heritage is sometimes challenging.
 
Through clinical, social and developmental psychology there
 
has been contribution to the literature regarding identity
 
development as a reflection of race as well as ethnic group
 
membership. These disciplines have also examined how these
 
factors influence the individual's self concept, family
 
structure, roles, belief systems and value orientations
 
(Bandura, 1977; Devos, 1990; Erikson, 1966; Goodman, 1964;
 
Levine & Campbell^ 1972; Sharif/ 1964; Shibutani & KwanV
 
1965; Smith, 1991). Because the prevalence of color
 
stereotyping and color bias exists and potentially affects
 
ethnic identity formation in a unique manner (Spencer and
 
Markstrpm-Ad^s, 1990), it is conceivablP tQ assume that
 
minority sthdents on predominantly White campuses across the
 
United States would experience, however subtle, even socially
 
condoned, various forms of negative regard or ambivalence. I
 
propose that this type of degradation is disturbirig to
 
members of minority groups and serves to lessen their
 
perception of satisfaction in virtually any eircumstahcP
 
where they must interact as the minority and adhere to White-

American cultural practices for intragroup survival and
 
acceptance. For example, Sandra, an African-iUnerican
 
student, is dissatisfied with her college experience because
 
as a history major she finds herself repeatedly compelled to
 
dispel stereotypes and negative portrayals of her history and
 
culture to counteract the choice of literary accounts her
 
instructprs chopSe. She may tend to expect little more that a
 
myopic view of history, in particular African-American
 
history, from her peers and instructors.
 
Because this conflict and many others similar to its
 
negation ate potentially destructive and experienced
 
differently according to One's own majority/minOrity status,
 
social, and economic position within the spciety, this study
 
will limit its scope to intergrpupOomparisons among African­
Americaris and White-AmeriGans. In additipn, it is 
anticipated;;that the aample collected will not allow f 
extensive comparisons between other racial/ethnic grdups 
(e.gV Hispanics and Asians). Furthermore, research will be 
restricted to college students to contribute tp the 
literature recommendatipns for managing ethnic diversity on 
campus. In other words, because the education offered in 
such institutions is deemed to be more liberal, exploratory 
and encompassing, it is anticipated that minority students 
who experience racism will be even more distressed by the 
incpngruence^ ■ • . 
Acculturation
 
One of the most disparate and relevant variable for
 
educational institutions and work organizations to consider
 
whenymanaging diversity, is aoculturatidn. iAcCulturation>
 
the degree to which a minority adheres to majority
 
traditionai cultural praGtices, may pose a. specific threat to
 
a mindrity's valUed way of life, thinking, and development.
 
Specifically, acCulturative stress, defined as the stress one
 
experiertces When adjusting from one culture to another, may
 
be particularly harmful t® the satisfactory maintenance of
 
the minority's cultural legacy (Berry, 1990). Although this
 
type of stress|is commohly viewed as anxiety encountered
 
between international groups, the tejm is wisli Suited for
 
addressing cultural diversity among ethnic groups within the
 
constraints of icommon national boundaries (Betancourt &
 
Lopez, 1993) Several researchers have discussed this topic
 
in reference to their own experiences and scientific study,
 
reporting th^t levels of acculturation are correlated with
 
psychological adjustment and distress (Rogier, Cortes &
 
Malgady/ 1991; Vega, Kolody & Warheit, 1985). Research has
 
found that tljose who remain with their culture; participating
 
in its ipstitititional completeness (i.e. culturally
 
distinctive eohools, churches, and stores) will acquire a
 
type of hardiSness that;sertes to build better self images and
 
provide the latitude to effectively shield against
 
Gonfrontations prompted in challenge of the yalue and dignity
 
of one's culture (CichellQ, 1984; Mintz & Schwartz, 1964;
 
Rabkin, 1979)i However, in a country where segregation was
 
not legally prohibited until as recently as two decades ago,
 
and where ethnic isolation is characteristic of communities
 
such as Harlefl) and East Los Angeles, many minorities still
 
suffer dramatically from econQmio strife and despair. The
 
hardiness acquired from such communities is often coupled
 
with harsh resentment toward a system (identified primafily
 
with White America) that permits such conditions and serves
 
to further aid 5in misconceptions and destructive interactions
 
between the majofity and minority.For example/ tTames, an
 
Affican-American male student, may find thd pressures of
 
acculturation too intense, feeling that his Black niale
 
identity must be compromised in order to obtain acceptance
 
and positiye regard. In fespouse, he drops out of college.
 
' ■ v- .'i-.' . i; - s ■■it;''' - ' '' 
He may be sajtisfied with his decision desj)ite knowing that an
 
educatidn is! his best means to a secure future. So it
 
follows, if Kfrican-Americans are prepared to adeguately and
 
neceSsafily ^ cculturate to dominant cultural practices, what
 
extent of acculturation is sufficient and to what degree must
 
African-TMiericans exchange their own cultural practices to
 
find the same leyels of satisfaction that ate experienced arid
 
clearly exhibited by White-Americans? ;
 
Psychological literature disGernibly addresses this
 
dilemma through various fields of study. Much of this study
 
has sought to; view acculturation stress in terms of
 
majority/minofity status considering not only African-

Americans but I several ethnic groups in their relatiori to the
 
White-American majority. For example,
 
Industrial/Organizational psychology incorporates Maslow's
 
Need-Hierarchy theory (1965; 1910), Alderfer'S ERG theory
 
(1972), McCleliland's Achieyement Motivatipn theory (1961;
 
1975), Herzberg's Two Factor (1966), Adams' Equity
 
theory {1965) knd vroom*s VIE theory (1964) to provide
 
meanirigful study of individual arid group differences toward
 
the development of reward systems/ increased work
 
productivity and fairness iri the workplace1 While the field
 
of educatiori has made specific efforts to provide avenues!fpr
 
ethnic arid racial minorities tp commune and gain financial
 
services and opporturiities, the pressure to accultufate in
 
order to surviyle and prosper prevails. Such
 
sntation and/or absence of any real steps toward
 
jnt and progress are parf of a system where
 
African-Americans Who seek to engage in higher education must
 
forge through with little choice or equally valued
 
alternatives w
 
Campus Racial Climate
 
Probably one of the most under-rated variables in
 
satisfaction'among African-Americans in college is campus
 
^facerrelatipna./; Few.studies'have,.included'^it. in^hheir
 
investigation of African-American coilege students. Despite
 
the relevancel of this variable, there are a scarce number of
 
studies thati|dociiiaent its'importanc in terms of athdent
 
persistence, academic achievement and social involvement
 
(Allen/ 1§85 & 1:988; Hurtsdo, 1992 Nettles, 1988; Nettles,
 
Theony & rndSman/ 1986; Oliver, Rodriguez & Mickelsdn, 1985;
 
Smith, 1981; Tracey & Sedlacek/ 1987 & 1984). Specifically,
 
in the fiOld of education, there are striking differences
 
between African-Americans and White-Americans in terms of how
 
they are treated and the availability of various resources
 
allotted to them. Bernal and Padilla (1982) found that
 
programs designed to prepare minority students to work with
 
minority popul,ations are severely underrepresented in
 
coursework, clinical practicum, research training and
 
3'; '■ :'' :3' '3 " • ' ■■3 l'' 3- >• •3' ' 3V: 3 3';', '3 33' .■ '3 3lv.-^ - .3-;333:3,33-^33'" 33'; 3:3 .. - 'l, 3'3'3 ' 3 -3 3. 
language requirements for Ph.D. degrees in clinical 
psychology. In addition, Carroll and Leydon (1988) assert 
that existing courses do not adequately address multicultural 
10 
issues. These factors and many others such as the
 
ayailabilityj of African-American mentors and the minimum
 
visibility olf African-American students On the majbrity of
 
college camplises across the nation are bound to have an
 
effect on thfe African-American's college experience*
 
Furthermore, research has documehted several factors
 
that are indicative Of minority/majority status on college
 
campuses across the nation, even those campuses where there
 
is a higher jlroportion of ethnic/racial minorities (Allen,
 
1988; Loo & Robinson, 1986; McClelland & Auster, 1990;
 
Oliver, Rodrijguez, & Mickelson, 1985; Peterson, 1978; Smith,
 
1989). First, there exists social distahce and differenGes
 
in racial attitudes among those of minority and ethnic
 
backgrounds, i Specifically, Afriean-itoerican students are
 
more critical|of their environments, experience higher levels
 
of racial tensiob^ and lower levels of commitment to
 
diversity on tihe part of their host campuses, second,
 
feelings of aljienation are particuiariy saii®^ among
 
minorities oh predominately White-^J^erican campuses. To
 
illustrate this point, SurtadO (1992) examined student
 
perceptions of racial climate with 2493 subjects (1825 White,
 
328 Black, and 340 Chichno) and 22 variables. Findings
 
revealed that only 12 P®tcent of students in the study felt
 
that racial discrimination was no longer a problem in
 
America. In addition, one out of four expressed substantiai
 
racial cohflict (i.e. harassment, racial incidents, protests)
 
■ ■ ■ All // , ■ 
and mistrust between themselyes and administrators and
 
majority students. And tM program implementation
 
(i.e. EOP and international student services), institutions
 
vary in their responses and commitment to cjiversity and
 
mahagement pi racial conflict. In fact/ less than a third pf
 
all students I in the sample perceived steps toward change in
 
Student GC>mppsition (HurtsdO/ 1992).
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^^ .;HYPOTHESES V:\:'
 
The jpresent investigation is offered ho examine the
 
variables: eifchnic identity/ accxiituratiOn and racial climate
 
to provide necessary knov/ledge and directioh toward adequate
 
encouragemen-t and support for African-Americans in college.
 
Previous research has found that ethnic identity and
 
acculturation such outcomes as useful adaptation
 
strategies arid eduCability {Bronfenbrenner, 1986; Fillmore &
 
Britschy 1988:; Spencer & Markstrom-Adams, 1^ . Therefore
 
the present study will test the following h^
 
Hypotheses I.j Ethnic identity development will positively
 
correlate with college satisfaction (i.e, ethnic identity
 
will relate to greater college satisfaction),
 
Hypothesis 2. \ - Acculturation will positively correlate with
 
college satisfaction (i.e. acculturation will relate to
 
greater college satisfaction).
 
Furthermore, to the extent that racial tension on campus
 
influences college persistence, academic achievement, apd
 
social involvement (Allen, 1985; HurtadO; 1992; Oliver, et.
 
ai., 1985; Smith, 1981)> the following are also hypothesized,
 
ffjg?othesiS J, jPerceived racial tension will negatively
 
correlate with 1 college Satisfaction (i.e, perceived racial
 
tension will b^ related to less cbllege satisfaction).
 
Although the percentage of White males attending college
 
has remained stable Over the past two decades, the number of
 
Women attending!college continues to rise. Recent figures
 
report that jwoiaen now account for a little over half of all
 
college stud(ents (Renrier> 1993)» However, eyen with
 
increased representation on college campuses, women are still
 
more likely than men to feel the brunt of discrimination and
 
detrimental gender-typing. The fourth hypothesis is as
 
follows,.'- '. ', ■'. ■ ■ ■. i, ■ 
Hypothesis 4| Males will experience significaritiy higher 
college satisfaction than females. 
Educatipnal attainment has been found to have 
significant effects on coilege satisfaction. Knox et. al. 
(1992) report; that those students with iftore than two years of 
college, regardless of baccalaureate attainmeht, are 
significantlyimore satisfied than those with less than two 
years. Knox et. al. also found that those with a bachelorVs 
degree have higher levels of academic satisfaction than those 
who have not reached the two year mark. Therefore, 
hypdthesis five is as follows. 
Hypothesis 5. j Those with junior and senior status are 
significantly pore satisfied than those with freshman and 
.sophomore ■■statns 
Past research has a,lso found significant differences 
between two and four year college students (Astin, 1975; 
Cohen, 1989; pOugherty, 1992; Tinto, 1968). Such findings 
reveal that baccalaureate attainment, academic aptitude and 
full-time attendance ate lower among two year versus four 
year college stpdents. Hypothesis six is as follows. 
Hypothesis 6. Students attending a four year college will
 
have significantly higher satisfaction than students
 
attending a two year college.
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METHOD
 
Subjects
 
Three hundreci and two college students provided data for
 
the current study. The mean age of the sample was 24.7. The
 
minimiim age was 18, the maximum was 68 and the median was 19.
 
One hundred and fifteen (38%) participants were male and 186
 
(61%) were f^aie, One hundred and fifteen (38%)
 
participantsjwere White, 63 (20.9%) were Hispanic, 52 (17%)
 
were AfriCan^American, 38 (12.6%) werd Asian, 20 (6.6%)
 
described:themselves as mixed^ II (3%) described themselves
 
as Other, 2 wrere American Indian and 1 declined to respond to
 
the ethnicity inquiry. One hundred and fifty-one (50%)
 
students attehded two year colleges, with the remaining
 
attending a four year university. One hundred and fifty
 
(49.7%) students were from California State University, San
 
Bernardino, 83 (27%) students were from Mount San Antonio
 
Community College, and 69 (22.8%) students were from San
 
Bernairdinb Valley Community Colleg (see Appendix A for
 
college overviews). Sixty-eight (22%) students were
 
freshmen, 86 (28%) were sophomores, 64 (21%) were juniors,
 
and 84 (27.8%)!were seniors (see Table 1).
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Table 1
 
Sample Demographic Information
 
o	 % Mean Female Male 2 yr^ 4 yr«
 
Age
 
Asian 38 13 23 23 15 26 12
 
African-American 52 17 26 28 23 44 7
 
Hispanic 63 21 23 34 29 34 29
 
White 115 38 30 81 34 26 89
 
American Indian 2 .7 IB 1 1 1 1
 
Mixed 20 7 21 12 8 10 10
 
Other 11 \'4- 23 6 5 9 2
 
Measures
 
A questionnaire packet was distributed to participants
 
containing demographic items (see Appendix B), a college
 
satisfaction Scale (see Appendix C)^ a racial climate scale
 
(see Appendix D), an ethnic identity scale (see Appendix E),
 
and an acculturation scale (see Appendix F).
 
Demographic items. Demographic information sought
 
consisted of the following: participant's age, gender,
 
ethnicity, community college or university attendance, the
 
name of the college attended, on or off campus residency,
 
college class status and employment status.
 
College Satisfaction. College satisfaction was measured
 
by the College Student Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSSQ).
 
The CSSQ consists of five dimensions based on job-

satisfaction research. The five subscales of the CSSQ are as
 
follows:
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Working conditions The physical aspects^^ o a studerit's
 
environment (i^e. the quality of mealsr the^
 
cleanliness/comfort of residencev study and lounge areas);
 
Compensation The ratio of input (e.g. study) to
 
aGademic outcomes (e.g. grades);
 
Quality of Education Academic conditions related to
 
intellectual and vocational goals such as the abilities of
 
faculty and staff, the effectiveness of teaching methods and
 
assignments^ and the adequacy of the curriculum;
 
Social Life The availability of soGiai opportunities
 
sued as making friends, finding a date, and attending cait^us
 
events and informal social activities;
 
Recognition Feeling accepted and valued by facult^y und
 
students, V
 
The GSSQ uses a S-pointLikert response format (1 very
 
dissatisfied to 5 vs^T satisfied). The scale appears as
 
items 1-tO in the survey. Cfonbach's alpha reliability for
 
the entire scale is .97 (See Appendix G, Table 16). Subscale
 
reliabilities range frOm .86 tp .90 (see Appendix G, Table
 
•17)., „■ 
Racial Climate. A 15 item scale, utilizing a 6-point 
Likert format, was developed by the fesearcher. Designed to 
measure attitudes on face relatiohs> Cultural diversity and 
equity on campus, the scale was piloted with 75 subjects. 
Cronbach's alpha for the pilot administration was .68. 
18 
Cronbach's alpha for the current sample was .76 (see Appendix
 
G, Table 18). The measure consists of two subscales: feeling
 
discriminated against on campus (7 items) and acceptance of
 
diversity (8 items). The scale appears as items 70-85 in the
 
survey, Reliability for feeling discriminated against on
 
campus was .78 and for acceptance of diversity, .69 (see
 
Appendix G, Table 19). After reliability and principle
 
components factor analysis, two items were deleted from the
 
scale to enhance its reliability (item 72 was deleted from
 
the feeling discriminated against on campus subscale and item
 
74 was deleted from the acceptance of diversity subscale).
 
Ethnic Identity. Ethnic identity was measured by the
 
Multigroup Measure of Ethnic Identity (MEIM) developed by
 
Phinney (1992). The 14 item scale measures ethnic identity
 
with a 6-point Likert (1 strongly disagree to 6 strongly
 
agree). Subscales included in the measure are 5 items that
 
assess positive ethnic attitudes and sense of belonging, 7
 
items addressing ethnic identity achievement, and 2 items
 
regarding ethnic behaviors or practices. The scale appears
 
as items 86-99 in the survey. For the current college sample,
 
Cronbach's alpha for the entire scale was .85 (see Appendix
 
G, Table 20). Cronbach's alpha for the affirmation/belonging
 
subscale was .84, for the ethnic identity achievement
 
subscale .70, and for the two items assessing ethnic
 
behaviors or practices, .35 (see Appendix, Table 21).
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A prihciple analysis wais performed on
 
the scaie td determine if reliabilities may be improved by
 
factor extraction specific to the current sample. Three new
 
factors were extracted, pride and awarehess which assesses
 
the degree of value one places on their ethnic group
 
membershiPf functioning ethnic which measures the extent to
 
which one practices their ethnic traditibns and way of life,
 
and nonfunctioning ethnic which assesses the degree to which
 
one does not participate in their ethnic group's traditions
 
or lifestyle. Cronbach's alpha for the ethnic identity scale
 
was .86 (See Appendix G, Table 22). Cronbach's alpha fOr the
 
three subscales are as followss pride and awareness, .86,
 
functioning ethnic, ^72, and nonfunctioning ethnic, .60 (see
 
Appendix G, Table 23).
 
Acculturation. A 3 item, 6-point Likert scale (1
 
strongly disagree to 6 Strongly agree) was used to measure
 
acculturation in terms of attitudes toward assiniilation,
 
integrationy and separation. The scale, developed by Phinney
 
et. al. (1992), includes the following statements> "I feel
 
that the best way for members of ethnic minority grbups to
 
get along is to play down their own culture and to become
 
part of American society by being as much like other
 
Americans a:s possible" (assimilation), "I believe that ethnic
 
minority groups should maint^a^^^^ and practice their own
 
cultural traditions, but also learn to get along in
 
mainstream Aniesrican society" (integration),: and "1 think that
 
members of different minority groups sbould emphasize their
 
own cultural' traditions with their communities and not try to
 
mix with pther Americans" (separation). The items are hnmbers
 
100-102 in the survey.
 
Because the measure consists of only three items, with
 
each measuring specific aspects of acculturation> Cronbach's
 
'alpha'-was^ not'calculated.
 
Procedure S.;
 
Data was obtained from college students. An informed
 
consent sheet was addressed to respondents cOnGerpihg
 
voluntary participation and research cOnjEidentiality (see
 
Appendix H). In addition, respondents were told that the
 
purpose of the ftudy was to investigate college satisfaction
 
among students in the effort to benefit educatidnal
 
institutions in the management of cultural diversity and race
 
relations. With the consent of instructors from California
 
State Uniyersity, San Bernardino, San Bernardino Valley
 
College, and Mount San Anhonio Community College^ surveys
 
were completed- during scheduled class time or personal time.
 
Extra credit was offered by some instructors. A debriefing
 
sheet was included providing sources where subjects may
 
secure the opportunity to further address issues presented in
 
the survey (see Appendix I).
 
Analvses
 
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were tested with correlational
 
analyses to determine the relationships between each of the
 
three variables; ethnic identity, acculturation and racial
 
climate and college satisfaction. Hypotheses 4, 5, and 6
 
were assessed with t-tests. ,
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RESULTS
 
Analyses for hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 are performed in
 
part to determine relationships specific to ethnic group
 
membership. Therefore, means and standard deviations for
 
each scale and subscale by ethnicity are provided in Table 2.
 
Table 2
 
Scale and Subscale Means and Standard Deviations
 
by Ethnicity
 
Asian African-American Hispanic
 
Scale " M- ' ' SD , M ■ SD M SD 
and
 
Subscale
 
College
 
Satisfaction 222,71 29.91 242.17 ■ 36.94 233.90 36.60 
Working Conditions 44,06 7.52 46.60 8.33 44.93 8.17 
Compensation 50.86 7.44 52.83 7.08 51.30 8.58 
Quality of Life 44.54 6.67 49.27 8.01 48.95 8.06 
Recognition 33.54 5.20 50.10 8.88 48.61 8.11 
Social Life 44.97 7.43 37.15 7.54 34.98 6.28 
Racial Climate' . ■ 56.06 5.77 59.78 6.66 60.43 6.68
 
Feeling Discriminated
 
Against on Campus 23.31 4.29 23.31 4.29 25.69 4.19
 
Acceptance of Divesity 32.75 2.66 35.87 2.89 34.73 3.73
 
Ethnic Identity 54.46 9.46 60.83 8.39 56.58 9.87
 
Pride and Awareness
 33.19 6.60 36.61 5.47 34.48 6.94
 
Functioning Ethnic 15.97 4.14 17.31 4.66 15.55 4.57
 
Honfunctioning Ethnic 9.58 1.08 10.73 1.27 9.97 1.24
 
Acculturation 15.00 1.54 15.31 2.86 15.13 2.37 
Assimilation ■ 4'.87 , .78 4.96 1.35 4.90 1.26 
Integration 5.05 .80 5.36 .78 5.16 .83 
Separation 5.08 '.78 5.38 .99 5.23 .82 
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White Other Mixed
 
Scale M SO M ■ SO M SD
 
and
 
Subscale Cont'd
 
College Satisfaction
 229.82 35.55 208.72 26.74 217.67 37.01
 
Working Conditions
 44.82 8.01 40.50 6.88 40.50 6.88
 
Compensation
 50.52 8.87 47.65 7.65 47.73 8.55
 
Quality of Life 48.95 8.06 43.70 7.60 44.73 9.34
 
Recognition 45.72 9.32 43.50 8.22 43.73 3.98
 
Social Life 34.58 7.55
 31.90 6.28 33.64 8.05
 
Racial Climate 60.44 6.66 58.47 5.86 57.10 8.53
 
Feeling Discriminated
 
Against on Campus
 25.36 4.58 24.79 3.91 23.70 4.55
 
Acceptance of Divesity 35.17 3.55 33.70 4.01 33.40 4.38
 
Ethnic Identity 51.25
 8.60 50.06 6.46 49.18 10.14
 
Pride and Awareness 31.77 6.01
 30.37 4.19 29.18 7.67
 
Functioning Ethnic 13.24 4.22 14.00 4.29 13.64 3.32
 
Nonfunctioning Ethnic 9.80 1.32 9.68
 .95 9.55 1.69
 
Acculturation 14.87 2.21 15.05 2.04
 13.82 2.40
 
Assimilation 4.79 1.33 .81
4.85 4.36 1.36
 
Integration
 4.90 .98 4.90 1.02 4.55 .93
 
Separation 5.35 .73 5.30 .80 4.91 .94
 
Note s American Indian is not included in the table because the sample
 
consist of 2 participants.
 
Because the number of Hispanic and African-American
 
subjects are comparable, and White students are clearly the
 
majority in the sample, analyses for hypotheses 1, 2, and 3
 
will be performed for these groups. Due to the modest number
 
of Asians and American Indians in the sample and the
 
diversity of subjects in the "mixed" and "other" categories,
 
they were not included in statistics performed for the
 
aforementioned hypotheses.
 
Hypothesis 1 predicted that ethnic identity would
 
positively correlate with college satisfaction (i.e. higher
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levels ©f etjlinic id^ will relate to greater satisfaction
 
with cgiXege), The Correlation between ethnic identit^r and
 
college satisfactioh for the entire sample is shpwi in Table
 
3, as are correlatibns between all subscales of ethnic
 
identity (affirmation and belonging^ ethnic identity
 
achieyement and ethnic behayiors) arid all subscal®^
 
cpllege satisfactidn (w-orfeirig conditionsy compensation,
 
quality of education, social life and recognition). Due to
 
the modest sample of Hispanic and ftfrican-American students,
 
independent samples t-tests were perfomed to determine if
 
these groups may be combined for this correlational analysis.
 
The t-tests revealed that these groups were sigriificantly
 
different in their responses to ethnic identity and thus are
 
examined separately. Gorrelatipns for White students are
 
presented in Table 4, iaispanic college students are preserited
 
in Table 5, and correlations for Africari-^iUnenican students 
■ ;are^preserited"-ln■Table\'6.^ v'- 'l 
1 was supported, with a pOsitiye significarit 
relationship bet^i^en ethnic identity and College satisfaction 
(r = .26). In addition, sOveral positiyC irelatiOriships ; . 
occurred between subscales of both the etJuiic Identity 
measure and college satisfaction measure. Among them, ethnic 
identity positiyely correlated with working conditions (r = 
,14), compensation (r = .19), quality of education (r= .24); 
social life (r = .18), and recognition (r = .15). Pride and 
awareness positively correlated with college satisfaction {r 
  
 
 
 
 
= .26), working conditions (r = ,15), compensation (r = ,
 
social life (r - .18)f and recognition (r - .16).
 
Functioning 	athnic positiyely cdri'einted with college
 
satisfaction;(r =.18) and quality of education (ir = .19).
 
II 
O-.Nonfunctioning dthnic positively correlated witli eollege
 
.:satisfaction;:fr = .13-)
 
G Matrix of Ethnic idehtity and
 
•College Satisfaction for the Entird Sample
 
Variable i'-l • • ■- /. ■ ■■ -/.J'// ■;/	 ■^;6: /■ / 
7;Ethnic ■;/ .26 •",Vi.4" ' .24 ...18/ , ' '/ .15
 
Identity (222) (244) (254) (264) (265) (269)
 
p=.00 p=yo3 p~.00 p=iOO p=.00 p=.01
 
8,Pride ■/ .26 . ■ /- ./15'^': / '%E4. " / ■ ■ 18 ■ -■ ' ■ ■'. ■vl6 
(226)and	 (247) (258) • (268) (268) . (272..>,.// ;i ■■ ■ 
Awareness p=s,00 p=.04 p=.00 p=t.87 p=.00 ' ■ ■ ■ p~.oi/i- '. 
9^FunctiGhing	 .10 ■ ■V.,/:.19 .11• ■ ■ .08 . 
■ 	 Ethnic' ' (230) (252) (:264) (273) {275/) (279)
 
p=.01 ■■■: ,P=-'09' p=.09 p=.oo //.. P=.*'06 • p=.l7
 
lO.Non-- ^'-13 .08 ■ ■■ ■.05/. ' :/ ■ .07 ■ .04.' ■ '/■
 
. • (226) (271) (275)
■/functioning (240) miy (271) 
■■/Ethnic/' , p=.18 p=.38 p=.29 .28 p=.48 
Correlational analyses performed individually arabng 
White, Hispanid and African-Artiericans studehts revealed no 
signifiGaht reintionships among the sample's predominant 
ethnic groups. 
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Table 4 
Correla:tion Matrix of Ethnic Identity and 
College Satisfaction for white Students 
Variable. ■ 1' 2 3 4 : . -5 6 
7•Ethnic ■ ' 
Identity 
' 
• 
■ ■■ .19 • 
•■ (84); . 
p^.09 
.11 ■ 
. (94)■ 
p=.30■ 
' .12 
■■■(93) ■ 
■•p^.23, " 
' : .15. 
■ (101) 
p=.13 
.03 
(97) 
P-.74 
■ .' .oa'-
(101) 
p-.7 3. 
SVPride 
and 
Awareness 
• ,16 
(84) 
p^.l4 , 
.10 
■ ■(94) 
p-.35 
. ■ .,16 
■ (94) 
P='12 
.12 
(102) 
p==.21 
.06 
(97) 
p=:=.55 
. .00 
(101) 
p^.99 
9 ^ Functioning 
■Ethnic 
. .13 
(05) 
, .p^.24 
■ ■ .06 
(96) 
p-.53 -
.03 
(96) 
p=.23 
.13 
(103) 
p=^.07 
-.02 
(100) 
P-.83 
-.06 
(104) 
p=.55 
10.Non­
functioning' 
Ethnic 
.12 
(85). ■ , 
P-.27 
.06 
(96) 
.p==.55 
.01 
(97) 
P-.88 
• ■-.03 
(104) 
p=^.75 
-.09 
(100) 
p-.3-6 
■ 
-.06 
(104) 
p-.5 3 
• 
Table' 5 
Correlation .Matrix of Ethnic Identity and 
College Satisfaction for Hispanic Students 
Variable ■' ■ 1 ■ 2 ■. 3 4 5 6' ■ 
7.Ethnic ■ 
Identity■ 
.26 
(47) 
p-.08 
.14 
. (52) 
P'-133 
• .18 
(58)' 
■ p==.17 ; 
.23 
(57) . 
p=.09 
■ .17 
(58) 
p=^.21 , ■ 
■il2 
, (59) 
p=.37 • 
8.Pride 
and 
Awareness. 
.26 
■ (49) -
p=.07 ^ 
,14- -
(54) 
P-.30. 
.23 
(60) 
p=»07 
.22 
(59). 
p=^.09 
.13 
■ (60-) 
■ p- .. 30 
■ ' ■ .14. ' 
(61) . . 
p=-.29, , , 
. 
9.Functioning 
Ethnic 
, .36 
■ ■ (49) 
.27 
(54) 
p===.30 
.26 
(60) 
p=.23 
.36 
(59) 
p^.07 
-.26 . 
(60) 
p==.1.0 :• 
■ .17" 
(61) ■ 
.p^.lB .• 
10,Non­
functioning 
Ethnic 
.06 
(47) 
p=.68 
.04 
(52) 
p=.76 
-.03 
(58) 
p— .83 
.01 
(58) 
p=.95 
.09- . 
(58) 
p=.51 
■"' .02 
(59) 
p=.88 
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I Correlation Matrix of Ethnic Identity and
 
College Satisfaction for African-Mterican Students
 
Variable " ; 1 ■ / r:' )--'2 
7.Ethnio/;.;-., .04 /V'::; .08.; -i05 ■ ;;.03'': 
Identity ; ^ (35> ;: , ( (43) (43) 
: P-.B3 p=.62 pii!.50 p=.76 p=.85 p-,46 
8.Pride ' .09 .15 -.02 ,11 .01 -.07
 
and (35) (39) (39) (41) (43) (43)
 
Awareness p=.61 p=.34 p=.91 p=.51 p~.94 p=.66
 
9.Functioning -.i9 -ill -.24 -.04 -.07 -.26
 
Ethriic ' (36) : (40)1 (40) (43) (45) ^ (45);
 
; P-.27 p=.49' p=.14 P-.80 p=.65 p=.08
 
10.Non- .10 : .03 .03 .07 1 -09 ; -.07 
functioning ; (35) (39) (39) (42) (44) (44) 
: Ethnic ■ p==.56 p=,84 p=.84 p=.64 p=.54 p-.64 
Hypothesis 2 predicted that acculturation would
 
positively cdrrelate with college satisfaction (i.e. high
 
levels Of acculturation would relate to greater college
 
satisfaction)i The correlation between these variahlesy and
 
Correlations between each subscale of the college
 
satisfaction measure with each of the three items that
 
comprised theacculturation measure for White students are
 
presented in Table 7. Again, due to the mod®st sample of
 
Hispanic and African-^American studentsV independent samples
 
t-tests were performed to determine if these groups cOuld be
 
combined for the current analysis. The t-testS revealed that
 
these groups were not significantly different in their
 
responses to Scales measuring acculturation. Coirelutions
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for Hispanic and African-American students are shown in Table
 
8. Hypothesis 2 was not supported for either White students
 
or the combined sample of Hispanic and African-American
 
students. ■ 
..Table 1
 
Correlation Matrix of Acculturation
 
and College Satisfaction for White Students
 
Var.iable . - . ■ ■ ■ , 1 , 2­ ■ ■ 3 "• 4 ; •• 5 ' ■/ 6 . ■ , 
7«Acculturation .06 
{B5) ■ 
P-.56 
.09 
(96) 
p=.36 
.06 
(97) ■ 
p~.56. 
• 
-.06 
(104). 
p==.51 ,, 
.06' 
(100) 
p=.54 
. 
-.15 . 
(104) ■ 
p=.i2: 
8»Assimilation -.06 
(85) 
p=.60 
-.00 
(96) 
.p=.97-: . 
.02 
(97) 
p==.81 
.12 ■ 
(104) 
p=i21 
. .02 
(100) 
p~.80 
-.09 
(104) 
p=.36 
, 
9•Integration .01 
(84) 
p=.95 
.06 
p=.54 
.01 
■ . (96)' , 
P-.89 
; -.0,9 
(103) 
. p=.-39. 
.01 
(99) 
. p^..94 . 
■ ■ -.18 
(102) 
p==.07 
10»Separation .29 • .16' . .20 . .15 . .13 -.16 
(84) (95) (96) (103) (99) ■ ■ (102), , 
p==.,01 . p=.ll p-e05 p=.12 • p^.l9 p-.il 
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Table 8
 
Correlation Matrix of Acculturation and College
 
Satisfaction for Hispanic and African-American Students
 
Variable
 
7.Acculturation .02 .01 .06 .07 -.06 .07
 
(85) (94) (101) (105) (107) • (109)
 
p=.87 p=.88 p=.53 p=.45 p=.54 p=.12
 
8.Assimilation -.07 -.05 -.01 .01 -.10 -.03
 
(85) (94) (101) (105) (107) (109)
 
p=.50 p=.61 P-.94 p=.90 p=.32 p=.72
 
9.Integration -.12 -.07 -.07 -.05 -.17 .02
 
(83) (92) (99) (103) (105) (107)
 
p=.26 p=.50 p==.50 p=^.59 P-.08 p=.86
 
10.Separation .10 .02 .11 .08' .03 .09
 
(83) (92) (99) (103) (105) (107)
 
p=.34 p=.81 P=e27 p=.41 p=.76 P-.33
 
Examination of correlations between subscales of the
 
college satisfaction measure with the three items of the
 
acculturation measure (assimilation—"I feel that the best
 
way for members of ethnic minority groups to get along is to
 
play down their own culture and to become part of American
 
society by being as much like other American as possible",
 
integration—-"I believe that ethnic minority groups should
 
maintain and practice their own cultural traditions but also
 
learn to get along in mainstream American society", and
 
separation-—"I think that members of different minority
 
groups should emphasize their own cultural traditions within
 
their communities and not try to mix with other Americans.")
 
were nonsignificant for the combined sample of Hispanic and
 
African-American students. Among the White student sample.
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satisfaction and separatioiii (r - .29) and compensation and
 
Separation (r - .20) were sigriificantl correlated.
 
Hypothesis 3 predicted that perceived racial tension
 
would negatively correlate with college satisfaction (i.e.
 
racial climate would be related to less college
 
satisfaction).v VTKe go^^alation between these Variables and
 
correlations between subscales within the racial climate and
 
college satisfaction measures for the entire sample are
 
presented in Table 9. Hypothesis 3 was not supported. There
 
was no significant relationship observed between the
 
variables, racial climate and college satisfaction. However>
 
there were several significant positive relationships foiund
 
for college satisfaction and its subscales with noth of the "
 
racial climate subscales. Significant positive relationship^
 
with tooltrig discriminated against on campus were with the
 
following; college satisfaction (r = .31), working
 
Gonditions <r = .30), compensation (r = .29), guality Of
 
education (r = .21), and social life (r = .19). Significant
 
positive relationships with acceptance of diversity were;
 
college satisfaction (r = .33), working conditions (r = .33),
 
compensation (r = .24), quality of education (r = .23),
 
social life (r = .27), and recognition (r = ,22).
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Table 9
 
Correlation Matrix of Racial Climate
 
and College Satisfaction for the Entire Sample
 
Variable
 
7.Racial -.04 . -.08 -.02 -.08 • .■■^v02:.; .01
 
Climate (213i (231) (240) .::(247-.)'.. (250) (251)

:..p='.5.6 ;p=>ir ■ p='-.72:\ ■p=i'2i; ■.p=..75' ■p=.:.91-;:
 
-31 • ■ .30 .29 21- 1 : .11 
Discjriininated {230) (252) (266) (277) (277) (282| 
p=.00 p-> 6o p=wO() P-.00 P= «;0,6
 
/■.Caitipus'.
 
;9..i^cceptance; " .33 '.-24- : : ■ ;2a^ ■ ■.■■ ■^■:v27 ■ ;; .22 
of Diversity (230) (252) (266) (277) (277) (282) 
P=.'00; p=.00 p=.00 p=.00 p-.OO .;P=.OQ: 
Gorre^ racial climate and college 
satisfactioii and their respective suhscales '^ also 
examined for the sample's predominant ethnic groups. White, 
Hispanicv and African-American college student groups 
(Independent t-tests results did;;not warrant the collapsing 
of\Hispanic and African^American students >- For all three 
ethnic grdups, no significant relationships were observed 
between facial climate and college satiafaction> Fof i^ite 
students, sigriificant relatiohships were bbserved betweeh 
feeling discriihinated against on campus and the follbwing:; 
college satisfaction (r = .36), working conditions (r = .34), 
compensation (r = .27), and social life (r = .21). For White 
students significant relationships were also observed between 
acceptance of diversity and the following; college 
satisfaction (r - .35), working conditions (r - .44), 
32 
compensation (r = .24), quality of education (r = .22),
 
social life (r = .28), and recognition|r= .16) (see
 
10). Among Hispanic students significant relationsfiips
 
found between feeling discriminated on campus wittith^
 
following? college s (r = .40), working
 
conditions (r = .28), compensation (r = .39), quality of life
 
(r;= .36) and reco (r = .26). For Hispanic:students,
 
significant relationships were also observed between
 
acceptance of diversity an<l the following? college
 
satisfaction (r == .54), Working conditions (r^ .46),
 
compensation (r - .38), quality of e^cation (r^.37),
 
social life (r= .40), and recognition (r - .34)^^^^^^( Table
 
11). For African-American students, feeling discriminated
 
against on campus pdsitively corfelated wi^ compensation (r
 
= .33) and acceptance of diversity Cbrrelated with
 
recognition (r = .30) (see Table 12).
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■ Table 10 
Correlation Matrix of Racial Climate
 
and College Satisfaction for White Students
 
Variable ■ 1 2 3 ■ 5A ■ 
7•Racial -•14 -•07 -.10 -.20 
Climate . . . (78) (86) (84) (89) (89) 
p=.22 ■ p=^49' p==.99 p=.34 p=.06 
8•Feeling .36 •34 •27 - .18 .21
 
Discriminated (85) (96) (97) (104) (100)
 
Against,on p=.00 p=.00 p~*00 p—.06 . p=.03'
 
Campus
 
9•Acceptance .35 • 44 .24 .22 ■ ,28 
of Diversity (85) (96) (97) (104) (100) 
p=.00 p=.00 p=.00 p=.00 p=.00 
Table 11
 
Correlation Matrix of Racial Climate
 
and College Satisfaction for Hispanic Students
 
Variable 1 2 3 54 
7 ^ Racial -.02 -.04 -.12 -.12 .18 
Climate (46) (51) (55) (55) (55) 
p=.88 p=.77 p==.37 p=.36 p=.20 
8.Feeling .40 .28 .39 .36 ■ .14 . ' 
Discriminated (49) (54) (60) (60) (60) 
Against on p=.00 p=.04 p-.OO p=.00 p==.29 
Campus 
9.Acceptance .54 .46 .38 .37 ■ ■ .40 ■ • 
of Diversity (49) (54) (60) (60) (60) 
p=.00 p-.OO p~.00 p=.00 p=.00 
■ ■ ^ 
-.03
 
(90)
 
p=.77
 
.09
 
■ ■tl04). 
P-.38 
.16 
(104) 
p-.00 
6 
-.03 
(56) 
p=.84 
. .26 
(61) 
p~o 04 
' .34-. 
(61) 
p=.00 
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Table 12
 
of Racial Climate and
 
Collegfe Satisfaction for African-Mierican Students
 
Variable	 3 4 5 6
 
■7.Racial^.'	 -.09 •10 • 03 -"•12 -•01 
Climate	 (34) (37) (38) (40) (41) (46) 
p=.69• p=.58 ■ ■ p=5..55' ■ p=.87 p=.45 p=.95 
-SvFeeiiiig	 .30 • 33 •10 .25 .16 
Discrimiiiated , (36) (40) (41) (45) (47) (48) 
Against;;'pB-^	 p=.20 p=.06 p=^03 p=.51 p=.09 p==.28 
Campus V 
9•Acceptance -28 .25 .23 .15' ■ ■ ■;;..20 
of Diversity (36) (40) (41) (45)	 (48)■ ' 
p^.lO p=.ll p=.14 p=• 34 p=.18 : p=.oo 
Hypothesis 4 pred^ males would experience 
significantly higher college satisfaction than females. An 
independent t^test was performed to determine mean 
differences in satisfaction with college ^ong male and 
female students. Summai^ Statistics and analysis results are 
found in Table 13. There was no significant difference 
between groups for overall college satisfaction (t(227) = 
-^51, ns). Additional t-tests were used to examine mean 
differences among male and female college students for the 
ethnic identity, acculturation and racial climate variables 
(see Table 13). For only one of the variables, 
acculturation, the mean difference:^ groups was found 
significant (t(299) - -2.49> p < .01), with females reporting 
higher levels of acculturation than males. 
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Summary Statistics and Independent
 
Samples t-tests for Males and Females
 
.Variable ■ ;;y.\ .\y:y.. 'y^n y ;y..', yy.yy/K SP.'y ■ 'y-t-value df -Sign.; 
yCollege '-V, ■ 'y"v,y yy ..y-,"-y,y -y ,. 
■Satisfaction.„ 	 . , y^ ;- ' y. :
 
males 92 228-33 36.08 -.51 227 .61
 
y- "femaies ■ ■'137. .y.. ■ -^ -y230'.76 .'35,:,50. -' 
-Ethnicy '. y. - .-yy yy.yy yy,"yy y-y ■ - .y.yy.y 
■Identity. ■, ■ 	 ■ ■ : ■ .­
yy>yy- ■males:'- ' - y-112' y^ : ■''' ■ '56.57yyv:: -- ' -iO.V3' : ■ ' .•: ■■ -..'le' yy; ^ "-2;81 .'y.sa' ^^ - ',

-yy-femaiesy 171 'y'yyy' 56.75 yy svae.-yy-y.-y
 
Acculturation-	 y'-" yy. ­
males 115 14.57 > 2.65 -2.45 299 y yy.61­
' -female's ly. 186,'-- y.." 15.23 -■■ ,■:y :.99y-'yy-'
 
- Racial-Climate- 'y 
'	 :maiesyyy ■; ' ■- > ' 100 ■y- -y- -y4&.'3i.: y -■ ■y .>6.:48y.- yy--i.y82 - . y "yasiy"-; "!: .07- . . . 
f&msLles -15-6' ' -: yy-y' '.49-.94 : yy'7.29y.yy."-!■-- ■ '■ ■ 'lyy- ' y. ­
Mote; Higher means reflect greater presence of the variable. 
Hypothesis 5 predicted that students with junior and 
senior status would report significantly more satisfaction 
with college than those students with freshman and sophomore 
status. Summary statistics and indepehdent t-tests^^
 
for college satisfaction by classy status are shown in I'able
 
14. Although hypothesis 5 waW not sUppoited, groups we^ 
significantly different. Gollege students with freshman or 
sophomore status rdpoited more satisfaction with college than 
college students withy junior or senibr status (t(228) y= 
-2iy80) / p y< .01). iVdditiOnai t-tests were performed to 
examine mean differehces among groups and the variables, 
ethnic identity, acculturation and racial climate (see Table 
14). Among these variables, significant mean differences for 
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groups were found only for ethnic identity (t(282) - -3.64^ p
 
< .001), revealing that college students with freshman or
 
sophomore status reported higher levels of ethnic identity
 
than college students with junior or senior status.
 
,, ^ Table 14. ■
 
Summary Statistics and Independent
 
Samples t-tests for Glass Status
 
Variable n M SD t~value df Sign.
 
College
 
Satisfaction
 
1 120 236.17 35.15 ■-2.80 228 .01 
2 110 223.14 35.10 
Ethnic Identity 
1 142 58.61 8.73 -3.64 282 .00 
2 142 54.65 9.59 
Acculturation 
1 154 14.86 2.15 .98 300 .33 
2 ■ 148 . ■ 15.12 . 2.42 
Racial Climate 
1 133 48.71 7.08 1.44 255 .15 
2 124 49.97 6.89 
Notes 1= freshman and sophomore/ 2= junior and senior. Higher means 
reflect greater presence of the variable. 
Hypothesis 6 predicted that students attending a four 
year college would have significantly higher satisfaction 
than students attending a two year college. Table 15 
presents summary statistics and independent samples t-tests 
results for college satisfaction among two and four year 
college students. Because most of the minority students in 
the study were from two year colleges^ no analysis was 
performed to explore mean differences for college versus 
university status by ethnic group. 
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Hypothesis 6; n ik nonsi^nific^
 
difference;was found^ groups for the college
 
satisfaction yar±aple (t( 1^42^ ns). Independent
 
samples t-tests were performed to determ
 
differences existed air^ groups for the ethnic identity>
 
acculturation and racial climate variables|see Table 15)
 
Differences between groups reached statistical sighificahce
 
for only one of these variables# ethnic identity it{2BIf ~
 
2•36^ p < •05)> with; two year cdllege students reporting
 
higher levels of ethnic identity than four year college
 
:students>
 
Table 15
 
Summary Statistics and Independent
 
Samples t-tests for College versus
 
University Status
 
Variable n M SD t~value df Sign. 
College 
Satisfaction 
College 
Univ, 
115 
114 
233.10 
226.43 
34.58 
36.59 
1.42 227 .16 
Ethnic Identity
 
■o; /tollege' , : ;- ';;;140{' 57.99 9.46 2.36 28 ^ ^02: 
;Univ. ■ . I'lB'-: 55.39 9.09 
Acculturation 
: , :;coaiege;;>v- ■.151' 14.86 2.29 ■^.91 299 .36^ 
■Univ. 'V;	 15^0 2.28 
Racial Climate 
■, 	 College 48.61 7.58 -1>59 254 w 11 
Univ; 128 50.00 6.36 
Notei EXqhjer means reflect greater presehce of the variablev 
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DISCUSSION
 
College satisfaction continues to be an integral element
 
in a student's social and academic development. Hypothesis 1,
 
ethnic identity will positively correlate with college
 
satisfaction, was supported indicating that a self-concept
 
that is derived from one's ethnic group membership and the
 
value one places upon that membership is related to college
 
satisfaction. It appears that the development of ethnic
 
identity relates to one's view of how their college
 
accommodates their needs. In addition, functioning ethnic
 
positively correlated with working conditions and quality of
 
education. Therefore, practicing the lifestyle and culture
 
of one's ethnic group is related to a favorable outlook on
 
college faculty and staff, the curriculum, the effectiveness
 
of teaching efforts, and physical characteristics of the
 
campus (i.e. study areas and quality of meals). Ethnic
 
identity and college satisfaction may not have been
 
significant among the predominant ethnic groups for several
 
reasons. The subsamples. White, Hispanic, and African-

American students, may not have been large enough to exhibit
 
the predicted relationship. Furthermore, do White Americans
 
consider themselves to be an ethnic group? When one thinks
 
of ethnicity in its colloquial sense, is White referenced as
 
"ethnic"? Are there special foods, holidays, dialect, or
 
traditions that are celebrations of strictly White heritage?
 
It is quite possible that functioning ethnic does not apply
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to Whites in the same; as it does to other racial
 
groups. Perhaps, what it means to be White is such a
 
universal concept and way of life that it makes it difficult
 
for some Whites to recognize their ethnic status.
 
It is suggested that the nonsignificant relationship
 
between ethnic identity and college satisfaction occurred
 
among Afrioan-iUaerican students because ethnic identity
 
achievement has traditionally been a controversial matter
 
among African-^ericans. Classic studies with preschool and
 
young school-aged children examining ethnic identification,
 
reveal the conflict and struggle indicative of ethnic
 
identity achievement common among African-Americans. In
 
these studies, children are presented with White and African-

American dolls^ asked which they preferred. Startlinglyp
 
African-American children showed a strong preference for the
 
White dolls. Perhaps, for some African-Americahs1 a lack of
 
"goodness of fit" between the individual and society, caused
 
and reinforced by stereotypes, prejudice and ihequity act to
 
hinder a relationship between ethnic identity and college
 
satisfaction. Although nonsignificant, data revealed that
 
there was a hegative relationship with functioning ethnic and
 
college satisfaction, with CQllegesatisfactiOh decreasing as
 
functioning ethnic increases. A study by Allen (1985) found
 
a significant relationship between expressing strong "pro-

Black" racial attitudes and low social involvement on campus.
 
Fleming also found that African-Americans expressing less
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"pro-Black" racial attitudes had a more favorable outlook on
 
faculty relations, positive views of campus race relations
 
and better high school grades. Thus^ it appears that strong
 
"pro-Black" attitudes are incompatible with college
 
satisfaction for African-American students attending
 
predominantly White campuses. The message remains the same.
 
To academically and socially succeed, African-American
 
students, as well as other racial/ethnic group members, are
 
expedted to virtually give up their ethnic identity.
 
The correlation between functioning ethnic and college
 
satisfaction may not have occurred among Hispanic students
 
due to reasons that are similar to those provided for
 
African-Americans. Spencer and Markstrom-Adams (1990) report
 
that among Hispanics there is also a pro-white bias exhibited
 
in childhood. Furthermore, constant exposure to their
 
invisibility in academic materials and negative
 
representation in the media may have contributed to i;he
 
honsignifiant relationship found betweeen ethnic identity ahd
 
College satisfaction. Because of the many barriers t^
 
identity formation, identification with one's ethnic group
 
may be difficult. However, once ethnic identity is acheived,
 
it is likely that ethnic functioning may be exclusive from
 
one's functioning in predominantly White settings. Such
 
dualism is an adaptive strategy that enables many ethnic
 
group members cope dissonance and discdmfdrt resulting
 
from their evident mistreatment in society.
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Hypothesis 2, acculturation will pbsitively correlate
 
with college satisfaction, was not supported among any of the
 
predominaht ethnic groups studied. However, among White
 
students, college satisfaction and compensation were both
 
related to separation (a subscale of the acculturation
 
measure). Thus, fOr White^^^s the greater one's
 
satisfaction with college and the extent to which one feels
 
equity in the amount of effort put forth and rewards
 
received, the greater one's attitude toward the notion that
 
minority grOups should concentrate on their own cultures and
 
refrain from mixing with other Americans. Huch an occurrence
 
may stem from a historic demarcation between Whites and
 
nOnwhites in iUuerice. What is surprising, however, is that
 
such a finding is evident among a college sample. College
 
students and the college environment is often thought of as
 
enlightened and socially tolerant. This particular finding
 
is of eminent concern because it is reminiscent of era and
 
conservatism that has Served as an impetus for the civil
 
rights movement and Other attempts for social and political
 
equality. Perhaps this finding is indicative of what jackman
 
and Muha (1984) refer to as "harmonious inequality''.
 
influx Of ethnic grbups in traditionally White settings (i.e.
 
the college campus) is threatening and cause for the
 
protection of privilege that has long been characteristic of
 
the dominant group, "rhus, the correlation between separatiori
 
and both college satisfaCtiori and compensation may be an
 
attempt by White students to assert the dominant group's
 
status by maintaining separation of power and other valuable
 
resources.
 
Hypothesis 3, perceived racial tension will negatively
 
correlate with college satisfaction, was also not supported.
 
However, significant positive relationships were found among
 
subscales of the racial climate measure and college
 
satisfaction and its subscales. For instance, acceptance of
 
diversity, a subscale of the racial climate measure,
 
positively correlated with college satisfaction and all of
 
its subscales (working conditions, compensation, quality of
 
education, social life and recognition). While one may not
 
find it difficult to acknowledge that acceptance of others
 
and their relative contributions is related to greater
 
college satisfaction, the following is not so easily
 
accessible. Findings indicated that feeling discriminated
 
against on campus positively correlated with college
 
satisfaction and four of its subscales (working conditions,
 
compensation, quality of education and social life). It
 
appears that one can be satisfied with college regardless of
 
one's experiences with racism or his or her appreciation of
 
ethnic diversity. Such relationships were observed among all
 
three predominant ethnic groups. Thus, in spite of the way a
 
student is treated on campus, he or she may concede that the
 
overall function of the college environment is adequate.
 
That is, despite feeling alienated, stereotyped and/or
 
mistreatedV the student may sti,l that the college of
 
their choice ultimately accomplishes its primary mission
 
education.
 
It is possible that a phenomenon Arce (1978) has Coined
 
"academic colonialism" is at work iri yarious institutions
 
across the nation. Academic colpnialism refers to the
 
expressioh of the dominant group's culture, ideologies, and
 
intellectual thought on campus. As the tem infers, such
 
practice is done so with the intention that the system
 
operated by the dominant group should not be Challenged.
 
Therefore, ethnic group members are cohfronted with two
 
options: one, brave the hardships and punishments associated
 
with tryipg to change the system oy 'two, acquiesce in order ­
to reserve resources necessary for other gOals and
 
priorities. In order to triumph academically, many students
 
may simply downplay their disiikes for the eventual
 
attainment of a degree. Similarly, Fleming (1981) reports
 
that the lack of support systems leads to the inclination ot
 
many African--hniericahs to block out or distract problems
 
resulting fibm difiiCulties that compromise their academic
 
careers at predominantly White colleges- AS threatehing as
 
overt discrimination is, covert discrimination such as being
 
ignored by faculty and students, lack of availability Of
 
services and support for ethnic issues and interests, and
 
misrepresentation in acadeniic materials and discussions, are
 
damaging and a common factoj: in the collegiate experience of
 
many African-Miericans In spite of harmftil effects/
 
African-AmeriGan students know that in ordef to succeed# the
 
reality of discrimination must not be Allowed to temper
 
.ultimate goals/vand'.desires.;
 
Hypotheses 4, 5, and 6 explored differences among males
 
and females# collegg class staths and two versus four year
 
college attendance. Contrary to the hypotheses# there was no
 
significant differerice in college satisfaction among males
 
and females or two yersus four year colleges. Ihere was a
 
significant difference between class status# with freShmen
 
and Sophomores experiencing higher levels of college
 
satisfaction than juniors and seniofSvj^
 
hypothesized differences are widely represented in the
 
literature^ the pteSent findings may simply be a result of
 
characteristics that are specific to the coiln9®s and
 
univeisity surveyed. Ihe above findings are po less a
 
Commentary on the operations of the institutions surveyed.
 
That there a^® ho significant differences among males and
 
females and two versus four year colleges may indicate an
 
equity in treatme of male and female college students and
 
among two year and four yqar students that was not
 
anticipated and ddcumented in the literature. Considering
 
attrition is greatest the first ahd second year of college#
 
the fact that freshmen and sophomores experienced
 
significantly higher levels of college satisfaction certainly
 
contributes to the reCuCtion Of attritfoh rates among the
 
institutions surveyed. In addition, such a finding sheds a
 
favorable light on the institutions' ability to welcome and
 
address the needs of new students.
 
Limitations
 
One, although the primary intention of this thesis was 
to explore differehc#^ in colliege: satisfaction among ethnic 
giroups, specifically White andiAffican^toerican college 
students, the distribution of the sample prevented this 
endeavor. While only 52 (12%) participants in the sample 
were afrioan-Jh^ it is clear to this researcher that 
this estimate is not repraaentative of those surveyed. ■ ; 
Because contemporary research often neglects the 
representative inclusion of minorities in its exploration of 
psycholpgicai phenomena, the present research wats guided by 
tha desire to gather comparable numbers of White and African-
American students. There are two reasons why fewer African-
Americahs were documented than were surveyed. First, it is 
suggested by this researcher that many of the African-
American students intentionally marked themselves as "mixed" 
or "other" when asked to report their ethriipity sO as to^^ ^^^ 
acknowledge their multiracial heritage. While an exhaustive 
listing of ethnic dptipnsw^ to participahts/ it 
is evident that this decisioh served to provide individuals 
with more ethnic options than were necessary for the study.
 
This unexpected response pattern served to reduce statistical
 
power and under-represent relationships concerning African­
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Merican students. Sec:ond> it is also possibie that African-

American students purposely attempted to deceive the
 
researcher by iaafkihg themselves ae ''mixed" or "other"> T
 
research conducted about African-Americans or reference of
 
them has historically done so in an inappropriate,
 
unfavorable, and ludicrous manner. For example, research
 
such as that purported by Rushton (1989) who proclaims that
 
the eyloution of cer'^ciin races is greater than others in
 
terms of intelligencer alturism, and sexual behavior (i.e.
 
Mongploid > Caucasoid > Negroid), has left a bad taste in the
 
mouths of many racial/ethnic group members and caueed them to
 
be leery of research eimdeaA?ors,^^^ i my inquiry into the
 
obvious undeir-representation of Africah-Americari studOnts in
 
this study, 1 found that among my African-American friends
 
and family, the practice of not noting one's ethnicity as
 
African-American/Black or checking a more inclusive option on
 
survey materials is quite a common cUstorai Such an
 
occurrehce is quite interesting and desarves attention in
 
tuture\nesearGh>;
 
Two, common method variance may have occurred in the
 
investigation of coii®9® satisfaction and racial climate. A
 
possible third varial>ler adaptive functioning, may have been
 
operating to drive the significant positive relationship
 
between college satisfaction and feeling discriminated
 
against oh campus• Ffiture efforts may be directed toward
 
exploring adaptive functioning as a cOping mechanism of
 
college students and its contribution to overall perfonnance
 
and satisfaction.
 
Three, characteristics specific to the institutions
 
surveyed may have limited purport for other institutions.
 
Although the student sample was drawn from three
 
inStitutiorts> characteri to the Inland Empire
 
may restrict generalizability. That is, students in the
 
current Study, may or may not be representative of college
 
Students in general. In addition, findings were not
 
congruent with previous research. Future study should seek
 
to enhance external validity with replication.
 
Recommendations for Managing Ethnic Diversity
 
in Institutions of Higher Education
 
The following recommendations are offered as a tool to
 
aid institutions of higher education in their effort to more
 
Appropriately and completely address their obligations toward
 
all college students. It should be duly noted that the
 
recommendations provided herein should be initiated and
 
followed through in a cooperative manner by students,
 
faculty, administration and community. Only when these
 
critical entities work together, can there be quantitative
 
and qualitative change in higher education. One, specific
 
efforts, such as special programs and services should be
 
devoted to changing the institutions culture and operations
 
so that they are pluralistic. Two, faculty and
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administrators should be provided with cross-cultural
 
training in order to enhance sensitivity to racial/ethnic
 
issues. Three, students should be provided with information
 
and advertising that encourages participation in
 
organizations and programs that render support for interests
 
of particular ethnic/racial groups (i.e. Black Student Union,
 
Mexican-American Student Association). Four, measures such
 
as extensive communication voicing intolerance and structures
 
designed to handle complaints should be provided so as to
 
discourage discrimination and harassment. Five, the
 
curriculum should be amended to include courses that address
 
ethnic/racial interests in an effort to provide students with
 
the opportunity to academically explore cultural issues.
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APPENDIX A
 
College Overviews
 
California State University/ San Bernardino
 
5500 University Parkway
 
San, Bernardino, CA 92407-2318
 
Located approximately 60 miles east of Los Angeles,
 
CSUSB is a coed, state-supported, comprehensive university
 
within the California Staite University System. Founded in
 
1965, CSUSB awards both bachelor's and master's degrees.
 
Total enrollment is 12,121. Of this number, 59% are women,
 
20% are Hispanic, 9% are African American, 8% ard Asian
 
American and 1% are Native; American. In addition, 96% are
 
state residents, 34% are part-time students and 38% are 25
 
years or plderCPetersoh'S College Database, 1995).
 
'■Mt...Sah' Antonio'College ^ 
1100 North Grand Avenue 
rWalnut,: CArS1789-139P :■ ■■; 
Located approximately 25 miles east of Los Angeles, Mt. 
San Antonid is a two-year, district Supported, coed community 
coliege. Founded in 1^ Mt. San Antonio awards associate 
degrees. Total enrollment is 23,294. Of that population 53% 
are women, 69% work part-time, 38% are 25 or older and 94% 
are state residents. Thirty-two pereeht are Hispanic, 12% 
are Asian American, 7% are African-American, and 1% is Native 
American (Peterson^s College Database, 1995). 
San Bernardino Valley College
 
701 South Mount Vernon Avenue
 
San Bernardino, CA 92410
 
Founded in 1926, San Bernardino Valley College is
 
located 60 miles east of Los Angeles. It is a two year,
 
public, coed, qomunity college. SBVC awards associate
 
degrees, Total enrollment is 11,290. The mean age 6f : ^
 
students at SBVC is 27. Twenty-eight percent of the student
 
population attend full-time, 13% are Hispanic, 20% are
 
African-American, 1% is Asian, and;.7% is iUnericah l^^
 
(San Bernardino V College, 1995).
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M^PENDIX B,
 
: Demographic. Items'
 
The following 8 questions are for demographic purposes Gnly, 
Please circle the appropriate answer or fill in the space 
P-rov.ide.d-as care.£ully.and ■accurately as y.ou can. 
1, 	 What is- your age? ■ ■ .-■ : ; . 
2, What .is .your 'sex? 
(1).; male. , . 
. (2.), female ' ; '■ 
3. 	 What is. your ethnicity?
(1) Asian, Asian Imerican, .Asian-Pacific, or Pacific 
. Islander 
(2) Black/African American 
(3) Hispanic or Latino/Latina ; 
(4) White/Caucasian, European, not Hispanic
(5) 	 American Indian/Native American 
■ ( 6) Mixed? parents, are from two different groups.
If so, please specifys 
. . (7) 'Otiier~(pIease~spe^ 	 ■ ■ 
4. 	 Are you attending a two-year or four-year college?
(circle one) / , ./ ■ 
5. 	 What is the name of the college or university you are 
currently attending? 
6. 	 Do you live 
(1) on campus 
(2) off campus 
7. 	 What is your.class status? 
(1.) freshman 
(2) 	 .sophomore . . 
(3) ^ junior ' 
(4) senior 
8. 	 Are you currently employed?
(1) yes If yes, please specify hours per week_ 
(.2 ) . no . . . : ■ 
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■ . ■■v:€ollege Satisfaction';"Scale-; i. 
The following questions concern your attitudes and
 
opinions about a nuinber of important issues cQncerning life jp^
 
. campusy, ' ■ Please 'read- ■ each statement■"cafefully .' anti.t'iicle":,the 
number/that corresponds to your level of satisfaction:of 1 
agreement. ,-if, "a statement.'has ■ more-■than;'•pne'- part-y.. please
indicate' your reaction to the , statemeni','as a. whole-.; ■ 
Please use the scale below to respond to the fdllpwirtg items. 
1^ . ^'i- 'l-'-am'VE-RY:''.'bIS^ ■ 1V-: 
2 = I am SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED. 
3 , - 'I am SATISFIED, .- -no more, no' less. - -r: - 1.-.- ' :-i;­
4 =. I-- ■■am-'QUITE' SATISFIED,-' . ,-i '
 
5;;:; .= ... i' am- -VERY .SATISFIED. ■".
 
1 . 2-. .Sy,' .4 ,5- .;- . -y-l^. - -	 .The. opportunity .to mahe .close, friends. - ; 
■ . ■ - 'here,. ­
1 2 3 4 5 2. The amount of work required in most^ ' ; : ; 
- -■ ■ ■ ■'-'-'y ■cla-s-ses, .-.i-- ' ' y;'''!' ; , -y'r:­
l; 2, - ;;S 3. --^- Tho;way;;teachersy talk-to.you when .you>. ask 
y '^- - - , -i - -for'help. ; y'i- ' - i; 
1 2 -3 4 5 4. 	 The competence of most of the teachers in 
their own fields­
1 ' 2 '. '3;, ' 4' " 5' ' . . '5	. - - ' . .'''The';amount .Of.; S'tudy.it .takes to "get ';a.. ; ,
 
- "i- - V' pas-Sing . grade.'-. ■■ ' . • '."'i.i'
 
1 2 3 4 5 6. The chance of getting a cpmfortable place
"'' . .'i: .to liyei.; -: ' ':., -. ';..-!; 
1. 	 .-3.;;..: - ^4 ■- '-5 : . 7.. , :-; "The- .chanceiybu"'have, .of doing well-';if :;y6u

^ ^ - work:' '.hardi'.;; y; -.';"-' ,;--' -^y- ■ ' '/■' ■ - .
 
'l.--:-. ;2,. ''3^ - , '4/. '-5 ; ' '8.. ; -The.yy.amount - :0.f''- personal,.att.entio.n' :S'tu-dent,s- ­
. . ■; - . --'- ' . . i-;-^get ■frQm..yteachers-.,.|,i:i: : - - y ,. -' ' .;' -' -;;: ' . -.y. ' --.y' y: 
1 2 3 4 5 9. 	 The chance "to be heard" when you haye a 
complaint abput' a ..grade.;, 
I 2 3 4 5 10. 	The friendliness of most students. 
1 2 3 4 5 11. 	The help that you can get when you have
 
personal problemai
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1 ■ = ■ ■I VERY'DlSMTISPiEl).; 
2 . =; SOMEWHAT, . OISSATYSEIEE). 
3' : -I SATISFIED/' iio -itiore/ ' -.no le.ss; ' - ' ■ ^ 
,4v. = ■ 'i.:am .QUITE ■■satisfied'. .'^­
■ ■5:^■;= .1 affi 'VERY^fSATlSFIED.-';/;^ 
1 2 3 4 5 	 12. The availability of good places to 
. ■■ ' . ■ .//•■■live ;'hear/the' cait^uev/.•. :■ ■ ■ ,/■ ' •;■ ■.:/■ ■ ; ■ , • ■//'.: ■ ■ 
1 2 3 4 5 13. The ability of most advisors in 
helping students develop their 
■■■, ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■;/' ■ ■' ■ ■■ ■ .■■"/■■./''"'■/|'/"/: ■■■■ ■' •■//■■"/: ■ 1■:>.../:dours©^f:pians-/-- ■' ,.■ ■/■i;?.-/; • ■ ■;. ■.^■■■■■^,' . 
1 2 3 4 5 14. 	 The cleanliness of the housing that
 
is available for students here.
 
1 2 3 4 5 15. The chance to take courses that
 
fulfill your goals or personal
 
growth.
 
1 2 3 4 5 16. The kinds of things that determine 
■ ■ '. ■ '■/ ■ ■..your'gradei/;"' //'./:■:■ ■;■. ■■ ■: .■/' ■ ■ '.■ ■ ■ ' ./■ .;"■:■/> 
1 2 3 4 5 17. 	 The preparation:Students are getting
fo'r their'future-careers.. ■ ■; ■ .. • ■ , ■ ■ .■ ■ ■ 
I: ■ ■■,■2 3 A 5' ;■ . ' /: ' , ./■ ■ ■■'■,/.^,.. ■ 	 ;■18. ■ The chanoe.-z.to ■ haye-.privaoy-.whe^n 
■.. ■ ; : ■/:■ . ': ■ . -tr ■:/:/■:'/;,/vZ: . :: ;want .it. , ' ,^ ..- ■//■ .• • '■ ,■■ ■ , ^'i. 
1^' - .-l- ' -zB- . ,4' -5 .•/v ■ ■/ /; ■ ■ ■■r^'; . //M9r . ,■ The'..chance 'tg -work.pn."pro.jecte with ­
/■../■://■/::•' ■ ■■■■■■/ /■ members,' ©i;.:-the^ opp®^it®^.:^. '. sex..o 'ZZ ; : ,z,/';. 
1 2 3 4/ 5 	 20. Teachers' expectations as to the 
■ ' amount .Zthat':students■ should;Study,/­
1:"2/ ■3' ' '4/' ..E Z 'i' -'v 	 'ti. /:The.:availability.zOf zzgood';.places to 
;i- 2 /■3 . . 4;,; Z .'S^ ' ' ' 22. 	 The;,fairnessZ,,df ' 'most. ;teaGherS/&//',-i''
assigning . grades..■ ; ■ •■, ,'. ■/;./■ ■ ■' .; 'Z^Z' , ' .^/z 
Zl' ;■ ■Z Z , 3' ' , ,^4ZZ 5 Z: , 23. 	 The ' interest' tha't^' ■advis,ors.z take' . in;.;

the■ , progre:s:S, Z of;■.their students Z.^^ '' ■ ,/.:' , ■
 
1 2 3 4 5 24. The places provided for students to
 
.•. :Zv, '■,;, .'.i;..;.. ;,:/'. ' reiek'Zbetween' '.classesi/:V ' '
 
1 2 3 4 	 5 25. The social events that are provided

' :■ ■■ • ' •. ■■ • ' ■ ■ ■ ■■ ' ■ '',/;■ '■' V' ' . ■, ' .Z'''' ;,z--''z':i'/fbr',''Studehts':'here^, , z'\'
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1 = I am VERY DISSATISFIED. 
2 = I am SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED, 
3 = 1 am SATISFIED, no more, no less. 
4 = 1 am QUITE SATISFIED. 
5 = I am VERY SATISFIED. 
1 2 3 4 5 26. Teachers' concern for students' 
needs and interests. 
1 2 3 4 5 27. The chance to get scheduled into the 
courses .o.f your choice,; 
1 2 3 4 5 28. The activities and clubs you can 
join. 
1 2 3 4 5 29. The difficulty of most courses. 
1 2 3 4 5 30. The chance to get help in deciding 
what your major should be. 
1 2 3 4 5 31. The chance to get acquainted with 
other students outside of class. 
1 2 3 4 5 32. The availability of your advisor 
when you need him or her. 
1 2 3 4 5 33, The chances to go out and have a 
good time. 
1 2 3 4 5 34. The pressure to study. 
1 2 3 4 5 35. The chance of getting a grade which 
reflects the effort you put into 
studying. 
1 2 3 4 5 36. The quality of the education 
students get here. 
1 2 3 4 5 37. The number of D's and F's that are 
given to students. 
1 2 3 4 5 38. The concern here for the comfort Of 
students outside of classes. 
1 2 3 4 5 39. The things you can do to have fun 
here. 
1 2 3 4 5 40. The chance for a student to develop 
his or her best abilities. 
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1 = I am VERY DISSATISFIED.
 
2== I am SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED.
 
3 = I am SATISFIED, no more, no less. 
4 = I am QUITE SATISFIED. 
5 = I am VERY SATISFIED. 
1 2 3 4 5 41, The chance of having a date here, 
1 2 3 4 5 42. The chances of getting acquainted 
with the teachers in your major 
area. 
1 2 3 4 5 43, The chances to explore important 
ideas, 
1 2 3 4 5 44. The quality of the material 
emphasized in the courses, 
1 2 3 4 5 45. The chance of getting into the 
courses you want to take, 
1 2 3 4 5 46, The noise level at home when you are 
trying to study, 
1 2 3 4 5 47, The amount of time you must spend 
studying, 
1 2 3 4 5 48, The availability of comfortable 
places to lounge. 
1 2 3 4 5 49. The chances for men and women to get 
acquainted, 
1 2 3 4 5 50. The counseling that is provided for 
students here. 
1 2 3 4 5 51. The chance to prepare well for your 
vocation. 
1 2 3 4 5 52, The chance to live where you want 
to. 
1 2 3 4 5 53. The chance you have for a "fair 
break" here if you work hard. 
1 2 3 4 5 54, The friendliness of most faculty 
1 2 3 4 5 55. The chances to meet people with the 
same interests as you have. 
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1 = I am VERY DISSATISFIED. 
2 = I am SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED. 
3 = I am SATISFIED, no more, no less. 
4 = I am QUITE SATISFIED. 
5 = I am VERY SATISFIED. 
1 2 3 4 5 56. What you learn in relation to the 
amount of time you spend in school. 
1 2 3 4 5 57. The choice of dates you have here. 
1 2 3 4 5 58. The amount of study you have to do 
in order to qualify someday for a 
job you want. 
1 2 3 4 5 59. The kinds of things you can do for 
fun without a lot of planning 
ahead. 
1 2 3 4 5 60. The willingness of teachers to talk 
with students outside of class 
time. 
1 2 3 4 5 61. The places where you can go just to 
rest during the day. 
1 2 3 4 5 62. The campus events that are provided 
for students here. 
1 2 3 4 5 63. The practice you get in thinking and 
reasoning. 
1 2 3 4 5 64. Your'opportunity here to determine 
your own pattern of intellectual 
development. 
1 2 3 4 5 65. The chance to participate in class 
discussions about the course 
material. 
1 2 3 4 5 66. The activities that are provided to 
help you meet someone you might like 
to date. 
1 2 3 4 5 67. The sequence of courses and 
prerequisites for your major. 
1 2 3 4 5 68. The availability of quiet study 
areas for students.
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1 = I am VERY DISSATISFIED.
 
2 = I am SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED.
 
3 = I am SATISFIED, no more, no less.
 
4 = I am QUITE SATISFIED.
 
5 = I am VERY SATISFIED.
 
1 2 3 4 5 69. 

1 2 3 4 5 70. 

The chance you have to substitute
 
courses in your major when you think
 
it is advisable.
 
The appropriateness of the
 
requirements for your major.
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■ APPEiroiX--D, V 
Racial Glimate Scale '
 
Please use the scsale below to respond to the next itesas
 
1 = Strongly Disagree 4 - Slightl^^ Agree
 
2 ; = ; .Disagree' '-vy-v v " Agree , ­
3 = Slightly Disagree 6 =
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 71. 	Different viewpoints on issues of race or
 
ethnicity are encouraged in class
 
discussions.
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 72. 	Financial aid is given drily to students
 
from specific racial or ethnic groups.
 
1': .2 ■ :%' A b ,;:6' . ; . 73 ""I am;^ pressured by\etuderite;:of;my;ethnic ' ■■ 
-:grdxipvtd. participate.,in dampus'.activities;, 
related ■po.-,my"ethnic.' ' group,. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 74, Caitipus activities in whichIhave 
■ ■ -participatediin''have .increased', -my I. -- ' ■ ,
sensitivity to other races and/or ethnic 
I,'"' . . '' groups..' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 75. 	 On campuS/ l am treated with respect by
members of other races and/or ethnic 
■grOupS''. .', . 	 ^ . ' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 76. Ihaye felt unfairly treated on campus
because of my race Or ethnicity. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 77. On campus, Ihave witness instances of 
v';,'raGial.' conflict" such.ias,.;hcrassmerit^:;l . 
radial':.incidents,;,',er ■protests. ' .;"' ' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ; 78. On caitpus, 1 think that some races or 
.' . ..w'; ' 'i' '.';'' ^ ethriic^groups'xeceive•preferential. 
^ ■:t're:atment. 
.■I-.-' ' ■.2- 'v3 ::A ;.;',5." ■'■ 6 7.9v''. '■ .'TheV'c'ampus .^iS,,.gerierailY';',Supportive.;of:::,l' 
minority students. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 80. Ori campus, there are programs arid /or
services^ ■ that,'.help,,.to^.redUce.,'racial;^!. 
conflict.',- , 
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=, ^Sferbrigly ■Disagiree 4 = 
2 v.= '^.'Disagree' -. . ,V ■ '■5 ■ ;=■' 
3 = Slightly Disagree 6 = Strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 6 81/ 	 Oh campus, there 
services that improve racial climate. 
1: 	 2 3 4 5 6 82/ Racial discrim);ihatioh is a proh^
V, :;this:iceitipus:.-.:.;. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 S3/ 	 There is little trust between niihority
students■ and^ -administrators/ - ■ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 84. I think my campus makes an effort to 
::./-create -a- ' diverse,, multiehlthral/; 
environment. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 85. T feel isolated on campus beGause of my 
■ ■ ■race,;-or-'ethnicity ■ ■ ,■ ' ■ ' ■■' :■ : ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ 
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APPENDIX E
 
Ethnic Identity Scale
 
1 - Strongly Disagree 4 = Slightly Agree 
2 = Disagree 5 = Agree 
3 = Slightly Disagree 6 = Strongly Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 86. I have spent time trying to find out more 
about my own ethnic group, such as its 
history, traditions, and customs, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 87. I am active in organizations or social 
groups that include mostly members of my 
own ethnic group. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 88. I have a clear sense of my ethnic 
background and what it means to me. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 89. I think a lot about how my life will be 
affected by my ethnic group membership. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 90. I am happy that I am a member of the 
group I belong to. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 91. I am not very clear about the role of my 
ethnicity in my life. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 92. I really have not spent much time trying 
to learn more about the culture and 
history of my ethnic group. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 93. I have a strong sense of belonging to my 
own ethnic group. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 94. I understand pretty well what my ethnic 
group membership means to me in terms of 
how to relate to my own group and other 
groups. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 95. In order to learn more about my ethnic 
background, I have often talked to other 
people about my ethnic group. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 96. I have a lot of pride in my ethnic 
group and its accomplishments. 
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1 = strongly Disagree 4 = Slightly Agree
 
2 = Disagree 5 = Agree
 
3 = Slightly Disagree Q = Strongly Agree
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 97. I participate in cultural practices of
 
my own group, such as special food,
 
music or custdms.
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 98. 	Ifeel a strong attachment towards my own
 
ethnic group.
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 99. 	I feel good about my cultural or ethnic
 
background.
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^PENDIX-r
 
Acculturatidh Scale
 
-1' Disagree 4
 
2 =
 
aiv=: Disagree 6 Strongly Agree
 
1 2 3 ■4v- -:S:' 'c;6-- 100. I feel that the best way for members of 
ethnic minbrity groups to get along iS to 
play down their own culture and to become 
part of Americari society by being as much 
like other Americans as 
1 2 3 4 5 6 101. Ibelieve that ethnic minority groups
should maintain and practiGe their 
own cultural traditions, but also 
learn to get along in mainstream 
■^American;.society.'; 
1 2 3 4 5 6 102, I think that members of different 
minority gronps should emphasize their 
awn cuitural traditip'^s within their 
communities and not try tp mix with other 
;Americans. ■ : 
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APPENDIX G
 
Tables for Scale Reliabilities
 
Table 16
 
Reliability Analysis for College Satisfaction Scale
 
Items Meaa ■ Standard Corrected , ■ Alpha 
Deviation Item Total . , If-Item: 
Correlation Deleted 
Item 1, 3.14 0.97 ..404'
 ■ ■.966 ■ 
Item 2 3.41 0.76 .360 .966 
Item 3 3.67 0.89 .496 . .966 
Item 4 3.87 0.47 .850 .966 
Item 5 3.43 0.80 .432 .966 
Item 6 3.22 ■ . 0.93 . .435 .966 
Item 7 3.96 0.92 .470 .966 
Item 8 3.36 0.87 .544 .966 
Item 9 3.30 0.94 .609 .966 
Item 10 3.50 0.91 . . ' .445 .966 
Item 11 3.26 0.85 .390 .966 
Item 12 3.02 0.97 .369 1966" 
Item 13 : -3.17 1.02 .514 >966 
Item 14 . 3.11 0.70 .305 >966 
Item 15 3.47' . 1.00 .566 .966 
Item 16 3.41 0.83 .609 .966. ■ 
Item 17 3.29 0.96 .660 ,966 
item 18 3.40 , 0.87 .499 „ .9,66 
Item 19 3.35 0.87 .,482 .966 
Item 20 ■ 3.35 ■ • 0.85 ■ ".586 .966 
Item 21 3.63 . 1.00 ■ ■ .502 • .966 
Item 22 ■ ■ ■ •1 3.49-; 0.88 .578 .966 
Item 23 3.09 . 0-.9B ■ .543 .966 
Item 24 3.29 1.01 .552 ■ .966 ; 
item 25 ■ 2.91 : 0.99 ■ • .578 ■ ■■ - . ■ .966 
Item 26 , ..3.31 ■ ■ 0.84. .688 .966 
Item 27 3.09 1.44 .489\ .966 
Item 28 ■ ■ 3.20"" 0,.92 .544 ,. .96-6 ■ 
Item 29 3.30 0.81 .•552 • .966 
Item 30 ■ 3»06 ; 1.08 ■ >540 .966 
Item 31 ' 3.13 0.90 .592 ■ ■ ■ ..966 
Item 32 3.09 0.95 ■ ■ .582 . .966 
Item 33 3.29 0.97 .531 . .966 
Item 34 3.18 0.89 .401 .966 
Item 35 3.49 0.98 .668 .966 
Item 36 3.57 0.90 .591 .966 
Item 37 3.00 0.78 .223 .967 
Item 38 2.99 0.77 .548 .966 
Item 39 2.93 0.90 .604 .966 
Item 40 3.36 . 0.84 .663 ■ ■ .966 ■ ■ 
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Items Cont'd* Mean Standard ■ Corrected Alpha 
Deviation Item Total If Item 
Correlation Deleted. 
Item 41 3.03 
.552
1.02 .966
 
Item 42 3.25 0.95 .596
 .966
 
Item 43 3.37 0.83 .659 .966
 
Item 44 ,3.53 0.79 .621.
 .966 
Item 45 3.06 ■ 1.11 .389 .966 
Item 46 2.99 ■ . ■ 1.18 .181 .967 
Item 47 3.13 0.89 .525 .966 
Item 48 3.24 .5810.92 .966
 
Item 49 3.06 0.91 .608 .966
 
Item 50 3.17 
.579
0.97 .966
 
Item 51 3.04 0.88 V .490 .966
 
Item 52 3.13 .470
1.05 .966
 
Item 53 3.38 0.95 .479 .966
 
Item 54 3.53 
.649
0.83 .966
 
Item 55 3.36 0.93 .597 .966
 
Item 56 3.47 .683
0.89 .966
 
Item 57 2.96 0.94 .564 .966
 
Item 58 3.42 .669
0.88 .966
 
Item 59 3.14
 0.88 .560 . ..966
 
Item 60 3.43 0.93 .574 .966
 
Item 61 3.15 0.98 .633 .966
 
Item 62 2.97 .594
0.94 .966 
Item 63 3.45 0.86 .615 .966 
Item 64 3.49 ■ . ■ 0.82 .704 .966 
Item 65 3.69 0.82 .521 .966
 
Item 66 2.81 .516
0.89 .966
 
Item 67 3.29 0.93 ■ ^ .543 .966 
Item 68 ■ 3.33 ■ 1-01 .■ .568 .966 
Item 69 3.12 0.97 .526 .966 
Item 70 3.42 0.91 • .543 .966 
Alpha = .9664; N == 230; Mean == 229.648; SO = 35.447 
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■ ■ Table 17 
Reliability Analysis for College Satis-faction- Subscales 
Working Conditions
 
■items	 Mean- Standard Corrected Alpha 
Deviation	 Item Total If Item 
Correlation Deleted 
Item 6 ■ 31-23 0.93 .469 .851 ■ 
Item 12 . . -3.03 0.97 . .442' , . , .,853 ­
Item 14. . 3.11 0.72 .416 .854 
Item 18 ■ 3.41 11 ■ ■ 0.89' ,.495 ■ ■ •" .850 
Item 21vV -■ 3.,64 1.00 .584 .845OQ 
Item 24 ; .3-.26' 1.03 .606 ' ■ .843 .0 
Item 27 3.06 1.15 .401 1857 
Item,: 28 3.21 0.94'*«s .530 ".848 .­
Item 38- • : ■ 2.97 0.79 ■ .453■: ■ ■ .852 
item 46 3.00 1.17 i278 ■ . .865 
Item 48 3120 0.94 .671 .840 
Item 52 3.15 1105 .,532 , 1848. . 
Item 61 3.14 0.97 .691 • ■■ ■ .839 
Item 68 3.35 ",1.00 .627 .842­
Alpha = .8586? H = 252?- Mean == 44.750? SD = 8.098 
Compensation 
Corrected Alpha 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items ■ Mean, Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 2'	 ■ -3.45 ■ ■• ■■.7,72: • .485 .884 
Item 3.48 .815 - ■ .549'	 .882 
Item 1 ■ 3.99 . .936 ■ ' .534	 .882 ■ 
Item 16i	 13.46 ■! .840 ■ ...624.. - .878 
Item 20;' • 3 .43 •' . .838 " .627	 .878 
Item 22 ,, ,3.52 .883 .541	 .882 
Item 29 3.37 .836 .662 : . ■.878 
Item 34 3.22 . .883 ■ .528 ■ .882 
Item 35. ' ■ 3.56 .978 .717 ; ',.873 : 
item 37 ' 3.00. -" ■' ■ .782 . .317-- .891 
Item 47 3.20 .883 .617 .878 
Item 53 ' ■ ■ ■3..40 ' .945 • .479 .885 
Item 56 3.50 .891 .645 .877 
Item 58 3.44 .885 ■ .624 ■ .878 
Alpha - .8884| N = 277? Mean SD = 7.789 
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Quality of Education 
Corrected Alpha 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 15 3.52 1.01 .603 .882 
Item 17 . 3.33 0.95 .656 ,879 
Item 36 3.63 0.88 .601 .882 
Item 40 3.38 0.87 .640 .880 
Item 43 3.39 0.82 .613 ,882 
Item 44 3.58 0.78 .652 ,880 
Item 45 3.09 1.11 .400 .893 
Item 51 3.04 0,84 .367 .892 
Item 63 3.43 0.85 .600 .882 
Item 64 3.49 0.83 .707 .878 
Item 65 3.70 0.81 .507 ,886 
Item 67 3.31 0.94 ,588 .883 
Item 69 3.13 0.98 .544 .885 
Item 70 3.42 0.90 .609 ,882 
Alpha == .89091 H ^  2771 Mean = 47.046; SD = 8.126 
Social Life 
Corrected . Alpha 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 1 3.18 1.00 .495 .903 
Item 10 3.51 . 0.92 ,507 .903 
Item 19 3.38 0.89 ,515 ,902 
Item 25 3.01 1.02 .642 .897 
Item 31 3.14 0,92 .669 .897 
Item 33 3.32 0.98 .544 .901 
Item 39 3.94 0.92 .670 .896 
Item 41 3.04 1.02 .641 .897 
Item 49 3.10 0.93 .701 ,895 
Item ,55, 3.38^ 0.92 .648 .897 
Item 57 2.97 0.96 .673 .896 
Item 59 3.17 0.91 .541 .901 
Item 62 3.00 0.97 .591 .899 
Item 66 2,82 0.93 .641 ,898 
AlphaL = .9055; M = 272; Mean = 43.971; SD == 8.897 
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Recognition 
Corrected Alpha 
Standard Item Total • if Item 
Items ■ Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 3. 3.66 0.91 .595 .897 
Item 4 3.B9 • • 0.84 .471 .901 
Item 8 3.38 0.88 .665 .894 ■ ■ ■ ■ 
item 9 3.33 0.93 .661 .894 
Item 11 3.30 0.88 .440 .902 
Item 13 3.18 1.03 .600 .897 
Item 23 3.10 l.OD .624 .896 
Item 26 3.31 0.87 .654 .895 
Item 36 3.07 1.06 .571 .898 
item 32 3.08 0.95 .637 .895 
Item 42 3.30 0.99 .619 .896 
Item 50 3.18 1.01 .621 ■ .896 ■ 
Item 54 ■ • 3.57 0.84 .631 .895 
Item 60 3.46 0.93 .619 .896 
Alpha = .9033; N =282; Mean = 46.847; SD = 8.753 
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 Table 18
 
Reliability Analysis for Racial Climate Scale
 
(After Item Deletion)
 
Corrected Alpha ■ 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items ■Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 71 4.07 1.33 .290 .767 
Item 73 5.03 0.80 .370 .754 
Item 75 4.52 1.15 .480 .741 
Item 76 5.12 • 0.81 .508 .742 
Item 77 5.08 0.76 .444 .748 
Item 78 4.84 0.79 .189 .768 
Item 79 4.35 1.17 .398 .751 
Item 80 3.83 1.23 .405 .750 ■ 
Item 81 3.75 1.28 .413 .750 
Item 82 4.74 0.74 .428 .750 
Item 83 4.69 0.67 ■ .365 .755 
Item 84 4.33 1.16 .439 .■74 6 ■ 
Item 85 5.12 0.79 .514 .742 
Alpha = .7658 1 N = 266| Mean = 59.474| SO 6.680 
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Table 19
 
Reliability Analysis for Racial Climate
 
Subscales After Factor Analysis
 
(After Item Deletion)
 
Feeling Discriminated Against on Campus
 
Gorrected Alpha
 
Standard Item Total if Item
 
Items Mean
 Deviation Correlation Deleted
 
Item 73
 5.04 .806 ..521 . . . .755 •
 
Item 76 5.13 .806 . .591, -"" .740
 
Item 77 5.08 .767 .571 .745
 
Item 78 4.86 .796 ,397 ,779
 
Item 82 4.75 .738
 .470 .764 '
 
Item 83 4.69
 .671 .463 .766
 
Item 85 5.11 .789
 .559 .747
 
Alpha = .7845? M = 280? Mean = 34.679? SD = 3.554
 
Acceptance of Diversity
 
Corrected Alpha
 
Standard Item Total if Item
 
Items Mean
 Deviation Correlation Deleted
 
Item 71 4.07 1.33 .333
 .686
 
Item 75 4.51 1.14
 .376 .688 
Item 79 4.35 1.17 
-" .■^352, - .676 
Item 80 3.83 1.23 ■ .534,' ■ .616 
Item 81 3.72 1.28 .505 .625 
Item 84 , ■ ,4..31 .1.17 . . .455' ■ ,644. 
Alpha = .6938| N =273; Mean =24.806; SD = 4.608 
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Table 20
 
Reliability Analysis for Ethnic Identity
 
(Before Item Deletion)
 
Corrected Alpha 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 86 3.44 1.57 .473 .844 
Item 87 2.75 1.47 .199 .861 
Item 88 4.71 1.32 .562 .837 
Item 89 3.71 1.55 .382 .850 
Item 90 5.02 1.08 .443 .845 
Item 91 5.03 0.76 .360 .849 
Item 92 4.90 0.78 .260 .852 
Item 93 4.52 1.35 .577 .836 
Item 94 4.65 1.16 .605 .836 
Item 95 3.66 1.55 .560 .838 
Item 96 4.75 1.22 .686 .831 
Item 97 4.09 1.54 .587 .836 
Item 98 4.51 1.33 .741 .826 
Item 99 4.96 1.14 .590 .837 
Alpha = .8513; N = 284; Mean = 60.722; SD = 10.632 
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Table 21
 
Reliability Analysis for Ethnic Identity Subscales
 
(Before Item Deletion)
 
Affirmation and Belonging
 
Corrected Alpha 
standard Item Total if Item 
Items Deviation Correlation Deleted 
item 90
 
Item 93
 
Item 96 ' 4.75
 
Item 98 4.51
 
item 99 4.96
 
Alpha = .8380; N = 290; Mean = 

Ethnic ;Identity Achievement
 
; ' v'v':.'
 
■■ ' ''v ' i ' ■ ■ ■ . : ■ '■ 
1.11
 
1.35
 
1.22
 
1.33
 
1.14
 
23.765| SD = 

.445 .852
 
.575 .825
 
.748 .775
 
.764 .793
 
.691 .793
 
4.80
 
Corrected Alpha 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 86 , 3.44 
Item 88 
Item 89 ' 3.71 
Item 91 i 5:.03-V 
Item 92 4.90 
Item 94 ! 4.64 
Item 95 , 3.67 
Alpha = .7009| IK = 289; Mean = 
1.57 
1.31 
1.55 
0.77 
0.78 
1.16 
1.55 
30.118; SD = 
.457 .656 
.482 .648 
.387 .678 
.281 .697 
.240 .703 
.478 .652 
.563 .620 
5.379 
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Ethnic Behaviors
 
Items ■ ; Mean 
Standard: 
Deviation', 
, Corrected 
Item Total 
Correlation 
■ ■ 
Alpha 
■ if Item 
••Deleted' ■ ■ 
Item 8.7 
Item 97 
'2-74 
: 4.05 
,1.47 ' 
■ 1.56 
■.217 
i-217 . 
' 
Alpha = .3556; ;H. == 295; Mean 6.800;; SD = 2.364 
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Table 22
 
Reliability Analysis for Ethnic Identity Scale
 
(After Item Deletion)
 
Corrected Alpha ■ 
Standard Item Total . if Item-
Items Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 86 3,44 1.57 . ■ ■ .451 .857 
Item 88 4.71 1.32 .566 .848 
Item 89 ■ 3.71 1.55 .354 .864 
Item 90 5.02 1.08 .463 .855 
Item 91 5.03 0.77 .390 .859 
Item 92 4.90 0.78 .292 .862 
Item 93 4.52 1.35 ■ ■ .578' .848 
Item 94 4.65 1.16 .619 .846 
Item 95 3.66 1.56 .555 .850 
Item 96 4.75 1.22 .'. 703 .841 
Item 97 4.09 1.54 .576 .848 
Item 98 4.51 1.33 .749 '.837 
Item 99 4.96 1.14 .613 .847 
Alpha = .8610; H = 284; Mean - 57.965; SD = 10.242
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Table 23
 
Reliability Analysis for Ethnic Identity
 
Subscales After Factor Analysis
 
(After Item Deletion)
 
Pride and Awareness
 
Corrected Alpha ■ ■ ■ , 
Standard Item Total if ■• Item ■ 
Items Mean Deviation Correlation : Deleted . 
Item 88 •4.71 . 1.32 .581 ■ .855 
Item 90 5.01 1.11 .469 .867 
Item 93 4.52 1.35 .613 .850 
Item 94 4.65 1.16 .629 .848 
Item 96 4.75 1.23 .741 .832 
Item 98 4.51 1.34 .755 .829 
Item 99 4.96 1.14 .690 .840 
Alpha == .8658? M =288? Mean = 33.139? SD = 6.457 
Functioning Ethnic 
Corrected Alpha 
Standard Item Total if Item 
Items Mean Deviation Correlation Deleted 
Item 86 3.42 1.56 .498 .657 ■ . 
Item 89 3.70 1.54 .444 ■ ; .689 . ■ 
Item 95 3.68 ■ ■ 1.55, ■ ■ .607 ■ : .590 ■ . ■ . ' 
Item 97 4.05 1.55 .469 .675 
Alpha = .7163? N =295? Mean = 14.854? SO = 4.563 
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Nonfunctioning Ethnic
 
Items Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Corrected 
Item Total 
Correlation 
Alpha . 
if Item 
Deleted 
Item 91 
Item 92 
4.04 
4.91 
.767 
.774 
.560 
•588 
Alpha = .6087r N = 294; Mean ^  9.956; SD =1.307 
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 APPENDIX H
 
Informed Consent
 
The study you are about to participate in is designed tp
 
investigate the influence of variety of factors oh College
 
satisfaction. The study is being conducted by Cheris
 
Johnson, a graduate student in industrial/Orgahizational
 
Psychology dt Califomia State University, San Bernardino.
 
The researcher is under the superyisipn of Dr. Diane Pfahier,
 
an instructor of psychology at CSUSB and San Bernardino
 
Valley College, Dr. Janet Kottke, director of the
 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology Department at CSUSB, and
 
Dr. Stacey Hardy-Desmond, a clinician for the Human Services
 
Department of San Bernardino. ; ,
 
Completion of the survey will take approximately
 
minutes. Please give the survey careful consideration and
 
complete its contents in one sitting.
 
your participation in this study in completely voluntary ahd
 
you are free to end yonr participation at any iime. If you
 
have any questions about your participation, please G<>ntact
 
Chefis R. Johnson or Dr. Diane Pfahier at:
 
■ ■ ■■ 'CSUSB ■■ / 
/\'^:550h.
 
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2318
 
(909) 880-5585
 
Any information you provide will be held in stfict confidence
 
by the researcher. Your name will not be reported along with
 
your responses. In addition, ail data will bp reported in
 
group form only. If you wish to receive results of the
 
Study, they will be made available to those who w^
 
above address.
 
Your signature below indicates that you acknowledge that yOu

have been informed of, and understand, the nature and purpose
 
Of this Study/ and freely cohseht to participate, piease sign
 
and date:
 
Participant's Signature Date
 
11
 
APPENDIX I
 
Debriefing Statement
 
Your responses to the survey you have just completed
 
were greatly appreciated and will remain anonymous.
 
Anonymity of your participation and confidentiality of
 
results are guaranteed in accordance with ethical and
 
professional codes set by the CSUSB Institutional Review
 
Board and the American Psychological Association. This study
 
is in partial fulfillment for a Master of Science degree in
 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology at California State
 
University, San Bernardino. The information collected will
 
be used to investigate differences in satisfaction among
 
college students. It is my intention to also use the results
 
as a means of providing institutions of higher education with
 
recommendations for raanaging cultural diversity and improving
 
race relations. It is unlikely that participation in this
 
study will result in any discomfort. However, if you have
 
concerns regarding distress or anxiety caused by your
 
participation in this study, please contact the researcher,
 
Cheris R. Johnson, Dr. Diane Pfahler or the CSUSB
 
Psychological Counseling Center for assistance.
 
CSUSB Psychological Counseling Center
 
(909) 880-5040, HC-112
 
If you have any further questions about your
 
participation or wish to receive survey findings, you may
 
contact Cheris R. Johnson or Dr. Diane Pfahler at the
 
following address.
 
CSUSB
 
Psychology Department
 
5500 University Parkway
 
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2318
 
(909) 880-5585
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